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The name, StarLight Expressions, is my name creation honoring the name of Albert Einstein’s imaginative train of light, which he called, “Starlight Express.” When I came upon the writing sharing that as his name for his body of work in one area, I was dumbfounded, for you see, I had been calling my manuscript of a larger work than this present volume you hold in your hands, The StarLightning Express, for many years prior to my seeing Al’s use of the Starlight Express. As a child, I too imagined and wondered what it would be like to ride at the head of a beam of light to see what was what with the light and all I could see. So, when I came across his use of a term so close to my heart in the name of my manuscript, I decided then and there to name this first book of Lexigram Star Arts as something close to both. This first book was designed to be something easily understood and enjoyed by one and all. I decided I would name this book, StarLight Expressions, by Kathy Onu.

Thank you for reading this book carefully and with a heart open to hope for peace on earth is real. Thank you for telling your friends about it so they can know the power of their heart choices with their actions and their very own words. I hope you enjoy the Star Arts herein, and one word of awareness to you before you venture true ...

Though this book and the printing itsElf is made up of material traveling at near the speed of light and yet acts like a string too small to imagine, please do read the Star Arts as humanly slowly as you can the first time, with full comprehension as you go along. To speed-read a Star Art is not the best way to full cellular understandings, giving no time for the awakenings nor healings nor understandings to percolate and sink in, so to speak, in thy fields of awarenesses, cells included. Cells need a bit of time experiencing a new awareness to know it’s true.

Words of TAWA: June 10th, 2006, Flathead Lake, Montana as shared by Ray Fletcher.
Tawa: Are you acquainted with the words, “a speed reader?”
GL: Yes.
Tawa: What is derived by using that particular choice of action?
GL: Attaining information very, very quickly.
Tawa: Yes. But what is obtained and what is taken or lacking? To pass over too speedily, you receive the word, you receive the thought, but you do not receive the meaning of that action. You are one that must have the meaning so you may give it to others.
GL: Yes, I understand that.
Tawa: Slow down and grasp upon the knowledge.
GL: Okay.
Tawa: Receive joy in your mind.
GL: Practice on feeling the thought forms.
Tawa: Yes.

"The universe is made of stories, not atoms."
Muriel Rukeyser ~ Poet

I hope you enjoy these word stories of the words themselves so much that they bring you joys unending in your creatings of your ever-better stories of your own forevermores.

Again I scribe to you Dear Reader, my Thank You ...

Kathy Onu
Auctor Ignitus
Eugene, Oregon

* Source of Starlight Express as a name used by Albert Einstein information is:
Five Equations That Changed the World, by Michael Guillen, Ph.D., pg 235
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Welcome dear listeners and dear readers for you are now sensing letters in words in sentences that sent sense. Many before you have been deeply moved by these words, allowing for the publication of this very book. This small volume will give you meanings of words in ways you never imagined could be possible, yet, there they be, showing themselves for all with eyes to see and whose heart knowingly hears truth when presented. Becoming aware of these Star Arts, as I call them, you are able to see anew the effects of your words, and the voicings and writings of self and others. So that you may fully enjoy the enclosed Star Arts, I ask you to consider a few thoughts before you venture on to the secrets revealed within words herein. New awarenesses can come as a flash, or they can take a bit of time for the lights to dawn on one. I personally know there are too many secrets revealed herein anyone to fully grasp them all in a few moments, or even a few days, even if enlightened. My best hint to you with this book, no matter your awareness, is to consider making the most of the material by slowly reading each Lexigram unto itsElf, feeling each line to see if it rings true for you, or not. With the Star Arts, I ask you to read each line to the end, then a pause and a ponder as needed to feel the line and then, feel the meaning(s) of the line for a wee bit. Then, move onto the next line of meaning. I offer to you the idea of reading a Lexigram a day, seeing how it affects your perceptions throughout the day. Read AWARENESS and see for yourself over a time if it is true for you and it assists in the healings of sElf and others. Read BREATHEs, taking slow deep rhythmic breaths. Spend a day with the reminder of placing your awareness on the actual breath cycle. Observe your breathing with your focus of attention. During this day, stop by a store and perhaps purchase a simple yoga book that shares how to breathe, and more. Take the Star Art of LAUGHTER to heart for a day, see what it can offer you in new awareness. Go through the Lexigrams, picking out one to read and work with for a time. We do not recommend reading all the Lexigrams in one sitting in one fast reading, nor to read a Lexigram just once. Each Star Art flows uniquely. Please now inhale with awareness. Thank you.

Each and every Lexigram absolutely asks to be read slowly. If you race through a Lexigram, and set it aside, never to be pondered again, you will wonder on the value of the Star Arts for you will see that you have gained little or nothing from your cursory glance. Savor the Lexigrams and they will serve you. The words thmsElves will make the introductions and they ask you only to see if they are ringing true for you, or not. It truly is this simple. Having the new awareness of how a word or name can reveal truths so well hidden does not give you the tools to render a Lexigram. If you desire to learn how to render the art and science of the Lexigram, there are two ways you can do so. Obtain a copy of the book, Linda Goodman’s Star Signs. Chapter 8 is the revealing of her intuitions in the birthing of this art and science. Linda shares her guidelines that apply to the process of rendering a Lexigram with examples. The soft-cover is available in most bookstores for under $10. Until the manuscript, The StarLightning Express : Letters Let Seer See, is published, the other way to learn how to render, or see more Lexigrams, is to go here : http://www.goodworksonearth.org/axiomsom.html From there, follow the links to see all the published axioms. Be aware, Linda made errors in her book, which our site corrects. The StarLightning Express, Letters Let Seer See, The Nature of Lexigram, by Will I Am Francis Schive, is currently being researched and written. On 20150316, the manuscript is as yet unpublished. Last time we counted, it had exactly 444 pages, 162,261 words, with 77 arts and images sharing sweet truths hidden within the words. You may acquire a private printing of the manuscript by making a substantial donation to Good Works On Earth, or you can ask to be notified when the book is published as The StarLightning Express, in print.

Gently share these Star Arts works of art with other Loving folks as you will know to do. Aware, caring, kind and Loving folks light up the room they are in when they see the secrets revealed. Please know that there are those who will not be able to see and experience the sheer power of the words we all use as shown through the lens of the Lexigram. Never try to impress this knowledge upon anyone; to do so will serve neither you nor them. Share it if you wish, and if the person does not or cannot see yet, let them be. Share with Love always for Love’s presence is with and within you forevemore in the grand eternal presents of the nowments, and ... not a soul is ever lost.

Be great in act, as you have been in thought.
- William Shakespeare
DANCERS

... from the letters ...

ACDENRS

... revealing ...

A DANCER RACED
A DANCER RAN
DANCERS
ARE
AN
EAR
NEAR RA
A DANCE A
DANCER DANCES
A DANCER CARES
AS DANCERS CARE
A DANCER SEND A CARE
AS DANCERS DANCE NEAR
A DANCER ENDS A SCARE
AN EAR NEAR AN EAR NEAR EARS
A DANCER CAN READ SACRED SAND
A DANCER DANCES SACRED DANCES

‘CADS DARE SCARE’

NAE END NEAR A DANCE CADRE
AS DANCERS ASCEND
DANCE A SACRED DANCE
DANCE A DANCE
AND ASCEND
DANCERS
ASCEND
DANCES
ASCEND
AND DNA
NAE END
~ AN END ~
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RESOLVE
... from the letters ...
EELORSV
... revealing ...
SEE LOVE
SERVE LOVE
VERSE LOVE
LOVERS RESOLVE
... and a bit more ...

a Word Lexigram from,
Good Works On Earth ©1999

MOTHER
... from the letters ...
EHMORT
... revealing ...
TO HER TERM
OH, TO THE THROE
MOTHER TO THE OTHER
HE OR HER TO HER HOME
MOTHER, HOME TO HE
~ OR ~
MOTHER, HOME TO HER
TOE TO TOE
HER MOTHER THEM
HERO TO THEM
HERO TO ME
OM

... and a bit more ...

a Word Lexigram from
Good Works On Earth
©1999
The Star Art of MOTHERS in Form: 2005 February.
The rule of friendship means there should be mutual sympathy between them, each supplying what the other lacks and trying to benefit the other, always using friendly and sincere words. - Gotama Buddha

**FRIENDSHIPS**

... from the letters ...  
DEFHHIINPRSS  
... revealing ...

SHE INSPIRES I  
FINE FRIEND I FIND  
SHE INSPIRES FRIENDSHIP IN I

HER FRIENDSHIP IS INSIDE HER  
SHE SHINES IN HER FRIENDSHIP  
SHE SIRES FRIENDSHIP IN I

FRIENDSHIPS RIPEN  
I RISE IN FRIENDSHIP  
FRIENDS INSPIRE FRIENDS  
SHE RISES IN FRIENDSHIP

FRIENDSHIP INSPIRED FRIENDSHIP  
FRIENDS RISEN IN FRIENDSHIP

FRIEND INSPIRES FRIEND  
SHE ~ HE ~ HIS ~ HER FRIENDS

... and a bit more ...

Friendship is a word the very sight of which in print makes the heart warm. - Augustine Birrell
... from the letters ...

ADEGIINRSTV

... revealing ...

A STAGE IS SET
IDEAS ARE SANG IN ADVERTISING
IDEAS ARE SENT IN ADVERTS
IDEAS ARE SENT IN ADS
ARE EARS NEAR IT?
RATINGS ... RATINGS ...
ADVERTISING IDEAS SING IN A TV
I SAID...

A TV SANG IDEAS IN ITS ADVERTISING
I GRADE ADVERTISING AS I GAIN AND AS GAINS RISE
AS IT SET A STRANGE STAGE, IT GETS A SAD ADS GRADE
AS IT SIRE GAINS, IT GETS GREAT GRADES
GREAT ADVERTISING INVITES I
SAD ADS AVERT I
ADVERTISING IS AN ART
IT INVITES AN EAR
AGENTS SET ADVERTISING RATES
AN AGENT SAID SET RATES SIRE AN AD
AN AGENT SAID A RISEN RATE SIRE STAR ARTS IN ADS
TRADE IS RISING
TRADES ARE RISING
IT SAID IT IN ADVERTISING

... and a bit more ...
As author, I add this note on 20150316. Over time, some folks have told me that AMERICANS is their least favorite Star Art. I still stand by it, for it shows our healing, as humans in the Americas, specially the United States awareness of We Are One.

AMERICANS

... from the letters ...
AACEIMNRS
... revealing ...

I CAN
I CARE
I ARISE
AS I SIRE I
AMERICANS CARE
AS AMERICANS ARISE
AMERICANS ARE ARISEN
RACES ARE IN AMERICA’S
AS RACES CARE IN AMERICA’S
RACES ARE ARISEN IN AMERICA’S
AMERICA’S CIA CARES IN AN ERA
AS AN AMERICAN REINS IN A CIA
AS AMERICANS REIN IN CIA

... and a bit more ...

I AM ANIMA
I AM AN I AM
RACISM IS IN A MEAN MA
RACISM IS IN A MEAN MAN
RACISM IS IN MEAN MEN

NAE RACISM IS IN AMERICA’S IN NEAR ERA’S
NAE RACISM IS IN AMERICANS

NAE MEAN MA
NAE MEAN MAN
NAE MEAN MEN

A MER* I AM
NAE RACISM
IS IN
AMERICANS

****

*MER : a sacred word for the Light we are as awareness.

Much more of this Star Art can be seen at: http://www.goodworksonearth.org/americans.html
This is an image of a print Good Works On Earth gifted to an overall unknown number of people over the years.

AMERICANS is now a song .. three, actually.
The wordings are entirely different from anything you see here.
The three scores were written in 2008 and 2009.
AMERICANS, the Star Arts Song is not yet fully recorded and not yet released
This back has an error on it, a word is missing. Definitely an historical sharing of our error.
MOTHER EARTH
... from the letters ...
AEHMORT
... revealing ...

Hear the ear
Hear the heart
Hear the earth
Hear her heart
Hear her art
Hear her
Mother earth

To harm the atom ~ harm me
He hate mother earth ? he hate me ?
He tear at the atom !
He tore at the hem !!
To tear at the atom ...
To tear at the mother earth heart
He tore at the mother earth ore
He tear her therm to heat them
Oh to her term ~ oh her throé
The mother earth me roam
He heart hear her heart
He hear the earth heart
Ahem ~ eat her oat
A heat to her tea
A hero to me
A mate ~ a team
Mate tame mate
A team mate to me
Her heart hear me
Mother earth
A mater to me
A meta atom
Home to me
A mother
Or

...
MOTHER NATURE
... from the letters ...
AEHMNORTU
... revealing ...

MOTHER NATURE NEAR
AN AEON
MOTHER NATURE ROAM
AN EON
MOTHER NATURE TURN
AN ERA

MOTHER NATURE
HER AMOUR ENAMOR ME
HER AMOUR ENAMOUR ME
HER THERM HEAT ME
HER HUMOR HAUNT ME
HEAR THE EARTH ~ HEAR HER HEART
HER HUMAN HEAR THE EARTH
HER HUMAN HEAR THE HEART
HER HAREM HEAR HER
A HATER HATE THE EARTH
A HUNTER HURT THE EARTH
A HUNTER RUE THE HUNT
NO MEAT ON THE MENU
NO MEAN MAN TO HURT THE EARTH
MEAN MEN TURN TO THE EARTH
TURN TO HER HEART
HEAR HER HEART
HEAR THE EAR, MEAN MEN
HEAR THE EAR, MEAN MAN
HEAR THE EAR, MEAN MA
TUNE THE EAR TO NATURE
MOTHER EARTH TURN
THE MEN MATURE
MOTHER NATURE TAME MEAN MEN
MEAN MEN MOURN HER TEAR
NO MORE HARM TO
MOTHER NATURE
HER NAME

TONE HER NOTE
HEAR HER TUNE

HER OATH
OM
HER OATH
AUM
HER OATH
AMOUR ONE ANOTHER
TRUE TO ONE ANOTHER
AMEN

... and a bit more ...
NATURE
... from the letters ...
AENRTU
... revealing ...
A TRUE ART
A TRUE RUNE
A TRUE TUNE
AN EAR NEAR NATURE EARN TRUE
...

Let children walk with Nature, let them see the beautiful blendings and communions of death and life, their joyous inseparable unity, as taught in woods and meadows, plains and mountains and streams of our blessed star, and they will learn that death is stingless indeed, and as beautiful as life. - John Muir

This shows at the bottom of Good Works On Earth’s Home Page, with its link to goodworksonearth.org/americans.html

Have you read the Star Art of AMERICANS
It’s a scream, as Americans care.
It’s a song in the songster’s care.
Can an anthem heal the hate?
Can a ballad suspend time?
A healing anthem can..
An able ballad can...
AMERICANS
The Star Art
ARROGANCE
... from the letters ...
AACEGNORR
... revealing ...

AN EGO ON ONE
AN OGRE GROAN ON
AN ARROGANCE ON ONE
AN ANGER NEAR ~ ERGO CARNAGE
AN ANGER ON ONE CAN CAGE ONE
ONE CAN ERR NEAR OR ON A RAGE
ONE CORNEA* NO EAR*
ON AN ARROGANCE
ON ONE EGO
ON ONE
EGO GO
EGO GONE
NO ONE GO ON ON ONE EGO ON ONE
NO ONE

NO EGO ERGO NO ANGER NOR RAGE ERGO NO ARROGANCE ON ONE
EGO GO
EGO GONE
RAGE GONE
ANGER GONE
AN OGRE A GONER
NO ARROGANCE
NO ANGER
NO RAGE

AN AEON
NO ANGER NOR RAGE ON NO EGO ON ONE
AN AGE
NO ONE GROAN ON AN ARROGANCE
AN EON
ONE CAN CARE ON ONE
AN ERA
ONE CARE NEAR ONE
ONE CAN CARE
ONE CAN EARN
A GRACE
...

*A person in arrogance sees only what he or she wants to see. One sighted you may say, one cornea. Nor can he
or she hear what you are saying. The person in arrogance hears what he or she wants to hear, and they are
unwilling to view other's viewpoints. You cannot easily converse with those holding onto their egocic arrogances,
they will not allow friendly negotiation, nor give and take, nor compromise. You might want to look up the word
grace in a good lexicon for it contains many beautiful meanings. If you have been a creator or creatress of
arrogance, the word grace has much to offer. And I do not refer to religious meaning.

Awareness wise, AN ARROGANCE is A RANCOR RERAN.
AWARENESS

... from the letters ...
AAEENRSSW
... revealing ...

WE SEE
WE SEE ANEW
WE ARE NEAR AN EAR
WE SENSE AN EAR ANEW
A NEW SENSE WE SEE
WE SEE SENSE ANEW
AS WE ARE AWARE
WE SENSE A NEW ERA NEAR
AS WE ARE SEER
WE SENSE A NEW AWE
AS WE SENSE WE ARE AN AWE
WE EARN NEW AWARENESS AS WE SEE
AS WE ARE AN EAR NEAR RA ~ NEAR RE
WE SEE AWARENESS EARN SANER ANSWERS
AS WE SEE AWARENESS WEANS WARS
AS WE ERASE WARS
AS WE WEAN WAR
AS WAR WANES
WE SAW ANEW
AS SEER WE SEE ANEW
WE RENEW AWARENESS
WE SENSE A NEW ERA
WE ARE AWARENESS
WE ARE AWARE
WE SEE

... and a bit more ...

I have a my saying ...

Little by little, step by step ...
and pretty soon, the little ain't so little,
and the steps are pretty wide and wiser.
- Kathy Onu from ... The StarLightning Express
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In the beginning is the Word, prior to the word is the Breath, and with the breath is the Still Quiet Love, Unformed and Unnamed.

Ess is Goddess Essence as hersElf and all that is, including us.

What's your belief system?

Can you see kind Goddess Love in all men, yet?

http://www.goodworksonearth.org/beliefsys.html
BELIEF SYSTEM
... from the letters ...
BEEFILMSSTY
... revealing ...

I SEE
I SET IT
IT IS ME
IT IS MY LIFE
IT FITS ME BEST
MY BELIEFS BE MY LIFE
IT IS MISTY FILMS MY EYE SEES
I SEE I SEE LIFE BY MY BELIEFS
I SEE MY LIFE BY MY BELIEFS
IS MY BELIEF ME ?
IF MY EYE SEES IT
MY EYES SEE IT
I SEE I SET IT
I SEE LIES TIE LIES
I SEE LIES TIE ME MESSILY
I SEE LIE IS ITSELF ITS TIE
I SEE LIES BE BILE
I LIE LESS LIES
I BE BILE LESS
I SEE MY BELIEF SYSTEM SETS MY TIME
I TIE MY TIME BY MY BELIEF SYSTEM
BLISS BE BEST
BLISS IS BLEST
I BE MY ELF
I’M MY ELF
MYSELF
MYS’ ELF
I BE ~ I SEE
BY MY
BELIEF’S EYE
I SEE MY BELIEF SYSTEM IS TIMELESS
IT LETS ME LIFT MY EYES
IT LIFTS ME
I MEET ME ~ I MET ME ~ I SEE ME
YES
I SEE YE ~ I MET YE ~ I MEET YE
BY MY
BELIEF SYSTEM

... and a bit more ...
... so ever more sacred ...
BREATHE
... from the letters ...
ABEEHRST
... revealing ...
BREATHE
HE SEE
SHE SEE
HE HEAR
SHE HEAR
BREATHE
HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE EARTH

BREATHE
THE EARTH BREAThes
HEAR HER BREATHE
HER SEA BREATHEs
HER TREES BREATHE
HER BEARS BREATHE
HER BEES BREATHE
HER BEETS BREATHE
HER HERBS BREATHE
SHARE EARTH’S ARTS
EAT HER HERBS

AS A STAR HEATS THE EARTH
THE HATERS BEAT THE BEAST ~ HATERS TRASH THE EARTH
HATE TEARS THE EARTH
HATE TEARS AT THE HEART
REST THE HATES, HATERS
REST THE HATES

BREATHE
BREATHE THE BREATHS
REST THE BREADTH
HEAR THE HEART BEAT
REST THE HEART RATE

BE AT REST
BE THE BREATHE
BE AT EASE
BE HERE
BE A SEER

... and a bit more ...
In the book, Celestine Prophecy, James Redfield so eloquently describes the magic and beauty of the coincidences ... showing the reader, with words, the truth of the origin and creation and planning of the universe, in the presenting (I SEE) of the coincidences (I See) to our vision ... we need only see. Know this ... the awareness of All That Is supplies us always with what we need ... and we supply the awareness of All That Is with what it is, and this is Love. Changes the living, for the better always. Follow the path with the heart, and look for the iridescent, the beautiful, and the brightness of the energy. This is an inner eye you must be looking to for this sensing of the path to walk. Just because the physical universe street you are looking at with your physical eyes is brightly lit like some gambling casino does not mean it is iridescent in the energy of the Love Awareness All That Is energy. No Sir E! Seek the Loving, seek those who have their heart in the open. This will lead you to the serendipitous coincidences with ease, always and forevermore.
COMPASSION

... from ...

ACIMNOOPSS

... revealing ...

IS COMPASSION A MAIN AIM IN I?

COMPASSION
A COMPASS IN A COSMOS
AS NO SIN IS IN I SO IS NO PAINS IN I
IN
COMPASSION

SO IS
NO SIN
NO SINS
NO PAIN
NO PAINS
NO SCAM
NO SCAMS
NO MANICS
NO PANICS
NO PANIC
IS IN I
IN
A PASSION ON IN I
SO IS A COMPASSION ON IN I
AS A MAN MOANS IN A COMPASSION
A PASSION IS ON IN I
AN OASIS IS IN I
PASION IS IN I
A COMPASS
IS IN I
IN
COMPASSION
OM

... and a bit more ...
COMPASSIONATE

... from ...

AACEIMNOOPSST

... revealing ...

AS AN I IS IN AN OASIS
AS AN OASIS IS IN PASSION
SO IS AN OASIS IN COMPASSION
AN OASIS IS IN A COMPASSIONATE ONE
AS IS AN OASIS IS IN A COMPASSIONATE ONE
AS ONE SITS IN AN OASIS AS A PASSION IS ON IN ONE
SO IT IS SET ~ SO IT IS
I SITS IN AN OASIS
I PASS ON SIN
NO SIN IS IN I
SO I SIN NO SIN
A MAIN AIM IN I
A COMPASS IN I

COMPASSION

ONE CAN ENCOMPASS PASSIONATE
NO PAINS IN ONE IN PASSION
SO IS NO ONE AN ASS IN PASSION
NO PAINS IS IN A COMPASSIONATE I
A MATE IS COMPASSIONATE TO A MATE
MATES TAME MATES IN PASSION
TONES NOTES TO ONE
NOTES ONES’ TONES
ON SONES ON AEON’S ON
ONE PASSIONATE PEN IS MINE
SO I PEN A COMPASSIONATE POEM
ONE IS IN NOETIC
IN EON’S ON ONE’S NOSE
SO AS TEAM IS IN MATES
AS TEAM MATES IN TIMES
IT IS A PASSIONATE TIME
SO POETS PEN POEMS TO
COMPASSIONATE ONES
IN
COMPASSION
IN
PASSION

...

COMPASSIONATE?
IT IS COMPASSION IN ACTION
IT’S A PASSION IN ONE
IT IS ONE’S OASIS
...
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COMPASSIONATE
...continues...

COMPASSION
A COMPASS IN A COSMOS

A COMPASSIONATE ONE
TAMES SINS
TAMES PAINS
TAMES SCAMS
NO MANIA IS IN ONE ANIMA
IS NO MANIAC
SO NO PANIC IS IN
A

COMPASSIONATE
ONE
ESS IS MA
MA IS ESS
AS MA IS IN MAN
ESS IS IN I
I IS IN SPIN
SPIN?
AM I TO SPIN?
I SPIN IS IN SPINE
SPINE’S PASSION SPINS IN I TO TOP
IT IS A PASSION IN I IN A PASSIONATE COMPASSION
MAN MOANS ON MA ~ IT IS IN MOANS
MA MOANS ON MAN
AN OASIS IS IN
PASSION IS IN
A

COMPASSIONATE
ONE

...and a bit more...

AS ONE IS COMPASSIONATE ONE IS NOETIC

noetic : adj. 1. Of, relating to, originating in, or apprehended by the intellect. [Greek noetikos from noesis understanding; See noesis ]

noesis : n. cognition. [Greek noesis understanding from noein to perceive from nous mind]
cognition : n. 1. The mental process or faculty of knowing, including aspects such as awareness, perception, reasoning, and judgment. 2. That which comes to be known, as through perception, reasoning, or intuition; knowledge. [Middle English cognicioun from Latin cognitio, cognition—from cognitus, past participle of cognoscere to learn co-intensive pref.; See co- gnosce, to know.
COMPLIMENT

... from ...

CEILMMMN OPT
... revealing ...

NICE COMMENT IN IT
IN ONE COMPLIMENT TO ONE
NO ONE INEPT IN NICE LINE
ONE TIME

NICE IN NOTE -N- TONE
NOETIC POET IN ONE
1 NOTICE IN COMPLIMENT
ONE POETIC IN TIME
IN NICE LINE ~ IN NICE TONE
IN I TO ONE
COME IN
CLIENT COMMENT IN NICE NOTE
ONE INCOME INLET OPEN

NOETIC TO ONTIC
ONE EON ON IN I
ONE ON IN EON
ONTIC
NOETIC
TO TELIC TOPIC
TO TELIC NOTE IN MELIC TONE

NO LIE
NO LIE
NO LIE

NICE ONE COMMENT NICE COMPLIMENT TO ONE

OM

... and a bit more ...
DEPRESSION

... from the letters ...

DEEINOPRSS

... revealing ...

DRIPS IN OR DROPS IN OR SEEPS IN OR SPEEDS IN
DEPRESSION DRONES ON ~ N ~ ON
I SEE NO SENSE IN DEPRESSION
NO DESIRES DO I SEE
NO SEEDS DO I SIRE
NOR DO I DESIRE
I SEE NO PERSON
I SEE NO PEERS
I SEE NO NEEDS
DO I DESPISE I?
I PRESS NO SEED IN SOD
I SIRE NO SEEDS TO RISE
I SEE NO ONES NEEDS
I DRONE ON IN NO PRIDE
NO PRIDE IS SENSED IN ONE
IN I
IN
DEPRESSION
SO NO ONE RISES
SO DO POSIES SEEDS SIRE NO ROSES
NO SENSE DO I DISPERSE
NO SENSE PRESIDES
ONE IS PRESSED ON
IN
DEPRESSION

NO PRIDE RESIDES IN ONE IN DEPRESSION SO NO ONE PREENS
DOSES IN DOPE OR PORN OR SPEED DEPRESS ONE
SO, I SEE NO SENSE IN DOPE OR PORN OR SPEED
NO ONE DROPS IN ON PERSON IN DEPRESSION
SO ON PERSON IN DEPRESSION SEES NO ONE
SO NO ONE DROPS IN ON NO ONE I SEE
DEPRESSION DENIES ONE ONE'S PEERS
DEPRESSION DENIES SENSE IN ONE
SO I RESIDE IN PRISON
IN
DEPRESSION

... continued ...
DEEP DEPRESSION

... ENDS ...

DEPRESSION IS DONE

I SEE NO PRISON IN I
NOPE ON DEPRESSION
IN DEEP DIRE SENSE I RISE
NO PRISON IS SEEN IN I
NO PRISON IS SEEN
IN
ONES’ PEERS

I PRESS ON
I SEE NEEDS
I SENSE DEEP
I RIPEN SEEDS
I SIRE DESIRES
I SIRE SEEDS IN SOD
I SENSE NOSE ON ROSE
I DINE ON SEEDS RISEN
I DINE ON PRESSED SEEDS
I DINE ON SEEDS OPENED
SO DO
DEPRESSION EPISODES END

I RISE
I ROSE
I SEE I SIRE I
I SEE ONE RISES IS IN
NO DEPRESSION IN ONE
I RISE, I DRESS, I PREEN
I DROP IN ON PEERS
I SEE POISED SENSE
PEERS DROP IN
I SENSED PRIDE IN I
PEERS RESPOND
DEPRESSION IS DONE
ONE SEES NO SENSE IN DEPRESSION
DEPRESSION IS DONE

... and a bit more ...

ONE DOES SEE

Entitled:

ONE ROSE IS RISEN IN I
The DEPRESSION Lexigram refers to sowing seeds in sod and dining on sown seeds risen. This refers to the diet. We are what we eat and what we think. Everything we put into the body is part of the diet. A secret to good health and hale Spirit is the diet. If you smoke, this is part of your diet. If you drink alcohol, this is part of your diet. If you eat nothing but man’s processed foods, this is a poor diet and will serve your health and well being poorly. The natural diet of fresh fruits and vegetables and whole grains are the sun’s energy stored for man’s consumption. Imagine the awesome amount of sun energy packed into an orange or apple. What a miracle. So, one action to be done with depression is to improve the diet. Learn why the Master Jeshua of Nazareth and many other spiritual masters fasted. Did you know the body cannot cleanse itself of the daily intake of pesticides, preservatives and other whatnot we put into the body unless the digestive processes from the mouth to the anus are at rest, meaning no food in the system? 'Tis true. Educare yourself. Study the art of natural foods and improve the diet. Fast the body so it may clean its systems. Eat the natural foods of the Mother Earth in their natural state. Exercise the body. Yoga is my favorite, yours may be Aikido, or other martial art or dance or other body art.

Depression is deemed a negative word; it is an uncomfortable condition for one who is in it. Here the word reveals to you how it is holding within itself, with its letters, all the truth that will last one eon, long enough for folks to experience all the depressions they want to experience and then, using the word itself, learn to rise to NO DEPRESSION. DEPRESSION IS DONE. The condition ceases, and so too shall the word. Of course, should the depressed person be listening to others who cannot understand the fact that the mind and the biology are married and affect each other, well, they will believe they need the doses in drugs or such. All bets are off on the word's effect if the person in depression is connected to a professional depression artist. Agreeing with them is a woeful thing. Be careful, they can be subtle.
Let us be silent, that we may hear the whispers of the gods.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

DESCRIBE

... from...

BCDEEIRS

... revealing...

I BE
I SEE

I SEED DESIRE
I SIRE DESIRE
DESIRE RISE

DESIRE I SEE
DESIRE I DESCRIBE
DESIRE I SCRIBE IS SIRED
DESIRE I DESCRIBE RESIDE BESIDE I

... see see...
A learning exercise you can do is to realize DESIRES DIE. SEER SEE DESIRE DIES.

Make use of this fact by noticing some of your desires, and recognize their importance in life and so fan their fires, and with others not so important, or worse .. damaging to you .. let these DESIRES DIE. How do you do get a desire to die ? Not feed it. Give it no thought time. Give it no imagination time. When you see yoursElf giving attention to anything you chose to not create in your life, notice the fact that you noticed, and then go quiet for a moment and with a breath's exhale, generate a new thought upon a new subject near and dear to your heart.

While this will work on any level, work, money, mate and such, it works best on spiritual awarenesses centered in Love, for from this, all goodneses flow.
In all things it is better to hope than to despair.
-- Goethe (1749-1832)

DESPAIR
... from the letters ...
ADEIPRS
... revealing ...

AS I DESPAIR ~ I DIE
AS I DESPAIR ~ I RAPE I
AS DESPAIR SPREAD IRE’S
AS I DESPAIR ~ I ARE A ARSE
AS DESPAIR IS A DIRE DIAPER

I DARE RISE
I ASPIRED AS I ARISE
I PRAISED I AS I ARISE
DESPAIR DIES AS I RAISED I
AS I SIRE IDEAS

IDEA IS ...
I ARISE AS I SIRED I
AS I ASPIRED

... and a bit more ...

The reason why all men honor love is because it looks up, and not down; aspires and not despairs.
- Emerson (1803-1882)
DESPERATION
... from the letters ...

ADEEINOPRST
... revealing ...

SEED IN DESPERATION IS I SEE IN DESPAIR
IT IS A SAD IDEA I SIRE
DESperation IS AN ASPIRE DENIER
IT IS AN inept IDEA
NO NASTIER NOISE IS IN AN EAR
AS I OPERATED IN DESPERATION I PARENTED A RAPIST IN I
AS DESperation DRAINS ONE I IN I
AS PAINS ARE IN ONE’S DESPERATION
SO IS NO ONE EARNS PRAISE IN DESPERATION
AS DESperation ENTrAPS ONE
I ORDain I DIE IN DESperation I SIRE
I SIREd A RAPIST IN I TO RAPE I AS I DESPAIR
ONE REASON TO NOT DESPAIR IS IT PORTENDS A SAD IDEA REPEATS IN I
IT IS A TIRED ROAD I RODE : IT IS A TIRED RIDE I RODE
A TENSE TIRADE IN I ~ IT TIRES I
I NEED NO DOSE IN DOPE OR opiATES OR PORN OR SPEED

IT IS A SAINtED IDEA TO END DESPERATION
DESPAIR DOES RESPOND TO IDEAS SEEN
I SAID ADIOS TO DESPERATION
AND SO DESPAIR DEPARTS
I DO NOT REPEAT SINS
I SEE NO DESPAIR
I SEED NO DESPAIR
I SIRE NO DESPAIR
DESperation DOES STOP

SO IT IS A NOPE, NO ONE IS TO RESIDE IN DESPAIR
AS DESPAIR IS NOT A STAR ART TO SIRE
AS DESperation RAPES ONE
SO ... I ADOPT AN IDEA
AS AN IDEA AIDE I
I ARISE SO
SEER IN I SEE
A STAR IS IN I
I SEE PEERS
I ASPIRE
I RISE
I SIRE I

... and ...
DESPERATION
ENDS

A SANE IDEA
SAINT IN I IS ARISEN
TO PONDER NO SIN
SO I RESIDE IN NO PRISON
POETS TONE NOTES TO AEONS
POET NOTES POINTED TO POISE IN I
IDEA'S RESONATED IN POETS PROSE I READ
SEER IN I SEE
I ASPIRED AS I SIRED IDEAS IN I
I ENDORSE IDEAS DEAR TO I
SO DESPERATION DEPARTS
AS I ERASED DESPAIR
IT IS EASIER TO RISE
I SEE EROS ROSE
ESPRIT IS IT

I STOP DESPAIR
I STOP DESPERATION
I STOP ITS NOTES I STOP ITS TONES
AS DESPERATION IS TREASON TO ONE
SO I SAID DESPERATION IS DONE
AND SO I SIT IN SATORI
AS I EARNED IT
I SAID IT
IT IS

...
EARTHLINGS

...from the letters...

AEGHILNRST

...revealing...

HATE, RAGE, SIN, TEAR AT THE EARTH
ANGER IS SLATHERING THE EARTH IN TEARS
THE ANGRIEST EARTHLINGS ARE SLATHERING THE EARTH IN THEIR HATING RAGES.
ANGRIEST, GHASTLIER, SLATHERING, LATHERING, HALTERING, HATING IN LATE (1995)
HATES...HE HAS THE HATE, SHE HAS THE HATE

EARTHLINGS HEAL THEIR HATES
HEAL THEIR RAGES
HEAL THE EARTH
IN THIS ERA
IN THIS AGE
AS
THIS IS THE LIGHT AGE
AS THE EARTHLINGS ARE ARISEN IN THE LIGHTS

THE LIGHT HEALS (Chromotherapy)
GET A HEALING

EARTHLINGS
HEAR THEIR EAR
HEAR THEIR HEART
HE HEARS HER HEART
SHE HEARS HIS HEART
THEIR EARS HEAR THE STAR ARTS

THE LIGHT HEALS
LET THOSE WITH EYES SEE,
THEIR SIGHT
LET THOSE WITH EARS HEAR...
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EARTHLINGS
(continues)

THEIR STAR ARTS SHINE
THEIR HEART’S SHINE
SHINE A LIGHT AT ...
A LIE ~ A SIN
AS A SIN IS A LIE
AS LIARS LIE THEIR LIES IN THEIR LAIRS
A LIAR HATES LIGHT NEAR HIS, HER, THEIR LIES
AS THE LIAR LEARNS THE STAR ARTS
THE LIARS HEAL THEIR SINS IN THEIR SIGHT
RESTING IN THEIR LAIRS, THE LIARS HEAL
THE EARTHLING’S LIARS ARE HEALT
AS THEIR HEART LIGHTS SHINE
AS ANGELS ARE IN THE EARTHLINGS
AN ANGEL IS AN EARTHLING
IT IS I IN THE LIGHT

LISTEN ~ THE SILENT EAR HEARS ANGELS SING
IN THE LIGHT AGE
IN THIS AGE
IN THIS ERA
EARTHLINGS HEAR THEIR ANGELS SING
I LISTEN ~ IT IS I IN SILENT
THIS IS IN ...
EARTHLINGS
HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE HEART RATE RESTING
ANGELS LISTEN AS EARTHLINGS SING
HE SING, SHE SANG, THEN IT RINGS IN THE EAR
THE NATES* SIT NEAR THE EARTH
THE NARES* INHALE THE AIR
LEARN IS NEAR THE EAR
A STAR HEARS THE EARTH
A STAR HEATS HER SIGH
AN EARTHLING IS A STAR
AS EARTHLINGS ARE IN THE LIGHT
THE EARTHLINGS ARE STAR LIGHTS IN THE NIGHTS
I SAITH IT’ AS THIS ...
I SIGN IT AS THIS ...
I SIGN IT AS AN ANGEL
THEN, HER ANGELS
THEN, HIS ANGELS
THEN, TEN ANGELS
THEN, THE ANGELS
THEN, THE EARTH’S ANGELS
THEN, EARTH ANGELS ARISEN
THE ANGELS SANG

... and a bit more...

THE ANGELS SING IN SIGN AS AN EARTHLING GRINS AT THEIR ANGELS
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Greetings, from the word…

EARTHLINGS
... from the letters ...
AEGHILNRST
... revealing ...

EARTHLINGS SING IN THE CHANGES
IN THIS ERA
IN THIS AGE
AS THIS IS THE LIGHT AGE
EARTHLINGS ARE IN AEGIS
THEIR HEALINGS ARE IN THE STAR ARTS
TEN STAR ARTS ARE IN THE EARTHLINGS

HEAR THE EAR
SET THE SIGHT
LET THE HEALING LIGHTS SHINE IN
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE EARTH
REST THE HEART RATE
HEAR THE EARTH’S HEART
HE HEARS HIS ANGELS
SHE HEARS HER ANGELS
AT LAST, HE, SHE LEARNS THE ESTRAL ARTS

SIGN IT, A SAGE
SIGN IT, A SAINT
SIGN IT,
THE EARTHLING’S ANGELS
EARTHLINGS
...from the letters
AEGHILNRS
...revealing ...
SH ...
HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
LISTEN IN SILENT
AS THIS IS THE EARTHLING'S STAR ART
AS THE EARTHLINGS RING THE EARTH
THE EARTHLINGS ARE IN THE LIGHT
THE EARTHLINGS ARE IN THE NIGHT
THE EARTHLINGS HEAL THEIR ANGERS
THE EARTHLINGS HEAL THEIR HATES
THE EARTHLINGS HEAL THEIR RAGES
IN THIS ERA ~ IN THIS AGE
AS THIS IS THE LIGHT AGE
LISTEN IN AS THIS STAR ART SING IN SIGN
AS THE EARTHLINGS HEAR THEIR EAR
THE EARTHLINGS HEAR THE HEART
THEN .. HE HEARS THE EARTH
SHE HEARS THE EARTH
THEIR EAR HEARS THE EARTH HEART
THEIR HEART HEARS THEIR STAR
THEIR HEART'S EAR HEARS
HEAR THE HEART RATE
THEN REST THE HEART RATE
THEN, REST THE HATES, HATERS
AS SHE HATES -- SHE HAS THE HATES
AS THE HATES EAT AT THE HATER'S HEARTS
AS HE HATES -- HE HAS THE HATES
THE HATER'S REST THEIR HATES
IN THEIR HEARTS THIS ERA
IN THIS AGE
AS THIS IS THE LIGHT AGE
THE EARTHLINGS GET THEIR HEALINGS
AS THE EARTHLING LETS THE HEALING LIGHTS SHINE IN
AS THEIR HEALING LIGHTS SHINE IN THEIR HEARTS
THE LIGHT HEALS
GET A HEALING
HEAR THE EARTH
REST THE HATES
LET THE LIGHTS SHINE IN
SIGN THIS STAR ART AS ...
THE EARTHLING'S ANGELS
THEN THE EIGHT SAINT ANGELS
THEN SIGN IT THE EARTH'S ANGELS
THEN HER ANGELS -- THEN HIS ANGELS
THEN THE TEN STAR ANGELS SANG IN
THEN THE SAINT, THEN THE SAGE

AS AN EARTHLING, I SANG IN ITS STAR ARTS THIS NIGHT
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ENLIGHTENMENT
... from the letters ...
EEEGHILMNNTT
... revealing ...
HI
I’M ME
I TIE TIME
I EMIT LIGHT
I MET ME IN THE LIGHT
I MEET ME IN THE LIGHT
LIE IN TIME LINE
TIME EMIT MITE ITEM
MEN MET
TIE NIL LIE IN THE NIGHT
GENTLE MEN MEET
TIE THE LIE IN THE LIGHT
TAME THE LIGHT IN THEM
I’M ME IN THE LIGHT
I’M THE LIGHT
IN
ENLIGHTENMENT
HI
... and a bit more ...
ASCENSION
... from the letters ...
ACEINNOSS
... revealing ...

AS A SEI* IS IN A SEA
AS AN AEON IS IN AN OCEAN
NINE CANONS IS IN ASCENSION
AS ESS* IS IN ASCENSION IN EONS NONCE*

ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS NOESIS* IS ON IN I
ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS NO ONE IS INANE
ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS NO ONE IS INSANE
NO ONE
NONE

ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS I SIN NO SIN
ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS NO ONE IS IN SIN
ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS SO IS NO ONE AN ASS
NO ONE
NONE

ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS ONE'S ASCENSION IS IN ONE
ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS ONE'S ASCENSION IS ON IN ONE
ONE CANON IN ASCENSION IS ONE'S OCEANS ~ ONE'S SEAS IS IN ASCENSION

AS EONS IS IN AEONS IN OCEANS SO IS A SEA IN AEONS ON ONE'S OCEANS
SO NINE CANONS IS IN ASCENSION
IS AN EON IN NONCE ONCE?

ASCENSION IS NICE IN ONE AS
ONE IS IN ASCENSION IN ONE'S EON'S NONCE
AN OASIS IS IN ONE IN ONE'S ASCENSION
NEON* IN ONE IS ON ~ SO IS NOESIS
SO IS ONE SONE IN NOESIS ON ONE
IN
ASCENSION
SO IS SEI'S IN A SEA
IN OCEAN'S
IN SEA'S
...

CANON is an established principle. (Religions errantly identify their beliefs as canon’s.)
ESS is the female ESSence.
ESS is the feminine creative energy of All That Is.
ESS is the goddESS ESSence.
We are onenESS within onenESS.
NEON is a word for the light within. We are in the light. The light is in us.
(Used with poetic license.)
NOESIS is cognition, understanding.
NONCE refers to the present time, and for the time being. For the occasion.
SEI is pronounced say, and they are WHALES
To see the full Star Art of WHALES, please visit them at:
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/dolphins.html
SONE is sound. Pronounce it son, as in zone. sOne.
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/ascension.html < this link address just might be the most advanced version of ASCENSION, if it is different. We also have ASCENSION in Letters Let Seer See.
And now, I tell you true, I believe in miracles. Forgive me for appearing to become ‘religious.’
These are very brief, and will be further explained in Letters Let Seer See, very clearly.

MIRACLES

... from the letters ...
ACEILMRS
... revealing ...

MIRACLES ARE REAL
I AM ME ~ A MIRACLE
I AM REAL
A CLEAR EAR CLAIMS ME
A MIRACLE I CLAIM REAL CLEAR
A LAME MALE CLAIM MALICE ~ MALICE CLAIM A LAME MALE
A CLEAR AIM I CLAIM CAME REAL
I AM A MIRACLE
I AM REAL

... and a bit more on both ... 

I CLAIM ME !!!

Do the above two need a wee bit of explanation? The word miracle tells us to claim a lie real. The word believe tells us, I be, I live. One way I know to explain this is to refer to the master, Jeshua of Nazareth. He said when we pray (meditate), we should go into our closet, shut the door and pray to the Father in secret...and that which we pray for we are to believe it is ours already, and it shall be. We are told to believe we have it already...to live a lie. For Jeshua to claim he could heal the sick was a lie to the people of that time. (They believed no one could do these things and so the lie they believed prevented them from healing themselves and others.) And yet the master did it. And did Jeshua not claim a lie to all those who witnessed him turn water into wine? It was a lie to those folks for anyone to claim such things. Yet Jeshua knew the power of the Word, He was centered in Love and so claimed his lies real. Jeshua knew the power of the spoken word, and the powers of the belief systems of others. In the current belief system of those living in the time of Jeshua of Nazareth, it was a lie that anyone could do what Jeshua was doing. He claimed a lie, he believed it was his before he had it and he claimed the miracles real. And he also told us we would do what he has done and more. I believe the promise of these words, and in truth and Love I claim the power of these words. They work. I RECLAIM A MIRACLE REAL, I AM A MIRACLE CLAIMER. How is that for the ... and a bit more... !

Have you ever noticed in BELIEF is I BE, ELF I BE, I BE ELF, I BE LIEF. Lief means: "readily and willingly." I BE LIEF. I be ~ readily and willingly.

lief (leef) adv. liefer liefest 1. Readily; willingly: I would as lief go now as later.
adj. liefer liefest Archaic 1. Beloved; dear. 2. Ready or willing.

ORIGIN Old English lēof, dear, pleasant: of Germanic origin: related to leave and love.
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Seer see miracles are real ...

I AM
I AM ME
I AM REAL
I AM A CLEAR EAR
I AIM A CLAIM CLEAR
I CLAIM I AM REAL
I AM REAL
I AM ME
I AM
A
MIRACLE

EXERCISE

... from ...
CEEIRXS
... revealing ...

I RISE
I EXERCISE
I SIRE I

EXERCISE EXISE IRES
EXERCISE IS SEXIER
EXERCISE SIRE I

SEER SEE

... and a bit more ...

Lack of activity destroys the good condition of every human being, while movement and methodical physical exercise save and preserve it. - Plato
FEELINGS
... from the letters...
EEFGILNS
... revealing...

FEELINGS SING IN I
ELF IN I SING IN FEELINGS

IF I LIE LIES I FEIGN FEELINGS IN I
IF I LIE LIES I ENISLE I IN SENILE

I FEEL FINE IN ELFIN FEELINGS
I IS IN EGIS
IN FEELINGS IN I

EELS FEEL
ELFS FEEL
FELINES FEEL
I FEEL LIFE IN I IS FINE
GLEE IS GENIE'S FEELINGS IN I
SIGN IN FEELINGS IS I FEEL SELF
SEEING FEELINGS IN I IS FINE LIFE
I FEEL
GEE
FEELING IS IN LEGS IN I
LENSE IN I SEE
I FEEL
I SEE
I SIGN
I SING
SELF IS SEEN
IN
FEELINGS
IN
I

... and a bit more ...
Forest came to me very slowly. I would ask the trees to speak to me what the word forest could say. Each night I would look at the word, sometimes finding new words, sometimes re-arranging the words to say the messages in different ways. Eros is the God of Love in the languages. Our forests need a God and Goddess of Love. Personally, I think there should be an agreement, and perhaps a law, that no man or woman can cut down a tree that is older than they are. Period. End of subject. What kind of human will go up to a five hundred year old tree and, without even asking the tree’s permission, cut it down? A human who cannot hear his or her inner ear nor can they see with the inner eye. He or she has never heard a tree’s secrets with his or her inner ear. Many times the tree will give permission to be severed. Their reason is to move on, knowing the life substances it created as a tree will serve many. Trees especially Love the arts humans make from their created substance.

Less than ten percent of the entire Earth’s ancient forests are standing. (My understanding now in early 1998 is four percent of the ancients are still breathing and giving air and shelter to the worlds living creatures.) Good Works On Earth would like to see those of wealth of money or such lands contribute to entitle the trees on the land, living and breathing, and donate them to the planet, never to be logged by loggers. The United States papers of freedom are written on hemp paper. Hemp was a major industry in this country. It can be again as soon as the people realize that hemp can replace the trees we cut by virtue of our not having to cut trees to produce high quality wood, paper, clothing and many thousands of other products. Read up on this. Educare yourself. Any acre of hemp will out-grow any acre of forest everywhere. And it is harvestable twice every year in sunny places. Corporations whose profits are dependent upon hemp remaining outlawed are keeping this insanity in our laws.

Personally, I think every logger should be required to read and understand, or have read to them, The Secret Life of Plants, by Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird. I read this book when I was a youngster and even then I understood what the loggers do not. They would learn the awareness of the plants exceeds their own, and they could possibly raise their own awareness enough to hear what the plants have to communicate. The five hundred year old trees (and the older and younger) have traveled the cosmos as the Earth has enspiraled the Sun and this growth is a record and a memory of that travel. Trees truly are the solar library and for any man or woman to cut an ancient tree is to not only cut the very skin of Earth, preventing her breathing process, it is also a destruction of an awareness. Hemp plants die naturally, every season. Their roots restore the earth body; their seeds and oils replenish the human body.

If the forest is ‘self-sustaining’ in its production of wood products, then why do the logging corporations still lust after the ancients still standing? The answer is greed and a deaf ear to the cosmos.

LOGGERS ... EGGLORS ... LOGGERS EGOS ~ LOGGERS LORES ~ LOGGERS OGRES ~ LOGGERS ROLES.
EGOS GO ~ EGOS LOSE ~ LOGGERS-R-LOSER ~ SORE LOSER LOSE ~ R LOGGERS SORE LOSER ?
LOGGERS GORE EROS ROSE ~ SO LOGGERS LOSE ROLES ~ SO EROS ROSE ~ SO SOL ROSE ~ SO ROSE EOS.
Learn a new trade, loggers. Refuse to destroy the breathing skin of Mother Earth for money. Please, be more creative than that. Put the logging trucks and machinery to rest. Sit in the ancient forest, if you can still find one, and ask what to do. The vision quest you seek will change your life for the better, forevermore. Be like the hunter who now only carries their camera to shoot the living animals of the Earth, and is grateful for the changed awareness he sees he is. Love is profound.
FOREST

... from the letters ...
EFORST
... revealing ...
EROS ROSE
TO FOSTER REST
FOR EROS TO REST
EROS SET ROSE TO FOREST
FOES TO FOREST ROSE
TO REF* FOREST STORE
FOREST ROSE SORE
SO
REF* FOREST SORE TO FOSTER FROST
OR
FOSTER FOREST TO FOSTER EROS

... and a bit more ...

goodworksonearth.org/forest.html

You can be the Eye in BLESSINGS at any time you choose .. for now, please allow me ..

Blessings  Ess Sings In Signs
Blessings Begin Being In I, I Sing
I Sing In Signs : Blessings Be
Blessings Begin Being Big
Blessings Be Big
Blessings Be
Bliss Is
I Be
This is a scan of the first of the final test prints in 1997.
We went on to produce several hundreds of these prints
Gifting them freely to one and all who received them.

This is a hand dotted art made by me, dot by dot, in later 2002.
A tower nine stories high is built from a small heap of earth. -- Lao-Tzu (fl. B.C. 600)
FORGIVENESS

... from the letters ...
EEFGINORSSV
... revealing ...

NO ENVIES IS IN FORGIVENESS
SO IS NO EGO
EGO GO
EGO GONE
NO ONE GO ON ON ONE EGO ON ONE
NO ONE GO ON ON EGO
NO ONE

FORGIVENESS IS FREEING
FORGIVENESS IS EVER EVEN
EROS IS IN EGIS IN FORGIVENESS
I FORGIVE
SO EROS ROSE ON I
EROS GIVES FORGIVENESS ON ONE
IF I IGNORE FORGIVENESS ~ INFERS NO SENSE IN I
IF ONE IGNORES FORGIVENESS ~ INFERS NO SENSE ON ONE
FORGIVENESS IS ONE’S GOVERNLESS IN EGIS
FORGIVENESS EVEN GOVERNRS FEVERS
FORGIVENESS EVEN RINSES SINS
IF I FORGIVE NO ONE ~ GRIEFS GO ON IN I
SO IS GRIEF IN ONE NO ONE FORGIVES
NO ONE IGNORES FORGIVENESS
ONE NOSE ON I SENSE ONE ROSE
I FORGIVE ~ SO I GRIN
ONE FORGIVEN GRINS
I FORGIVE ‘SINS’ IN ONE
I FORGIVE 1 IS IN SINS
NO! NO ONE IS IN SIN
I GIVE NO ONE SIN
I FORGIVE ~ SO I RISE
SO ONE ROSE IS RISEN IN I
I FORGIVE ~ SO I ROSE
SO NO ONE GRIEVES IF ONE FORGIVES ONE
SO EROS ROSE ON ONE

... and more ...
FORGIVENESS

... continues ...

EROS ROSE ON FORGIVENESS
SO FORGIVENESS GIVES ONE ONE’S EROS
SO NO ONE ROSE SORE ~ NO ONE SEVERS
SO I FORGIVE SERVES EVER ONE SONG
NO ONE SNEERS ~ NO ONE VENGES
ONE SINGS ONE’S SONGS IN EROS
I SING ONE SONG ~ VERSE I SEE I SING
ESS IS IN I
ONE SOVEREIGN IN I
I SING IN SIGNS

ONE VERSION I SIRE IN ONE’S EONS IS :
NO EGO ~ ERGO
EROS ROSE

EROS IS ESS
SO IS ESS ONE SON
ESS ENVIES NO ONE

FIVE FINGERS FINESSE FEVERING FEVERS
FORGIVENESS EVEN FREES FROGS
OGRE’S FORGIVE NO ONE
SO OGRE’S FEVER

... and more ...

Encore : http://www.goodworksonearth.org/forgiveness.html
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FORGIVENESS
... continues ...

OGRES ~ OGRES
OGRES ROSE SORE
ERGO EGO GORES OGRES
EGO GO
EGO GOES
NO OGRES GO ON

FORGIVENESS RINGS ON
REVISES REGIONS
REFINES ONE
SO ONE REIGNS IN ONE'S EONS ON
ONE SERVING
ONE SEEING
FORGIVENESS

SEER SEE
FORGIVENESS GIVES EROS
FORGIVENESS GIVES NO SORE.
SO SEER GIVES FORGIVENESS
SO ONE SEER IN I SEE
I FORGIVE
SO GO ON ~ SENSE ONE ROSE ON ONE'S NOSE
SO GO ON ~ GIVE FORGIVENESS

...
What a fortunate word! Ah, wonder of wonders! Look at why it is so ... RA. The All That Is. The Awareness of Awareness ~ CreatorCreatressCreation. Simply another word for God with a big G. Or the little g, She doesn't mind. One of my favorite definitions for God is : Plural for Goddess.

The Lexigram of FRIENDSHIPS is all-inclusive, with the version below being the HER version. Wherever HER or SHE shows, you can put in HE or HIS. As a side thought which shows truth, did you notice both HER and SHE contains HE? HE is within HER and within SHE. The Goddess word contains both the Goddess and the God, the Her contains the He, and the She contains He. The Woman contains the Man and within every Male is the Ma. The Female contains the Male, and the Ma, in the very center of Female. Bottom line is the big g god called Love is a Goddess. And She is in every female, and in every male. We are of the Goddess ~ ongoing in orgasmic Love.
FREEDOM
... from the letters ...
DEEFMOR
... revealing ...

ODE OF FREEDOM
MORE ME
ME DO MORE
ME DEEM ME FREE
FREEDOM FORMED FREE
FREEDOM FED ME
FREEDOM FEED MORE
DEMO FREEDOM

OR
FREEDOM FOE DIFIER FREEDOM
FREEDOM FOE ERODE FREEDOM
FOR ME ~ FOR MORE
FREEDOM RODE
FREEDOM DOER DO ODE
ODE OF FREEDOM
MORE FEED FREEDOM
FREEDOM FRED MORE
FREEDOM FEED MORE
FREEDOM FED MORE
MORE FROM MERE
FREEDOM
OM
...

REDE FREEDOM: Rede means to advise, give counsel.

KNOW
... from the letters ...
KNOW
... revealing ...
KNOW NOW
NOW WON
NOW WONK
...

LEARN contains within it EAR. We are told quietly with the secret codes of the language to EARN our knowledge by listening with our EAR that which we bring NEAR to us through our study. We have two ears we can hear with, the outer ear that resonates to the frequencies of sound and the inner ear, the celestial ear, which resonate to the frequencies covering the entire spectrum of the vibrations of creation, to the still small voice, our CreatorCreatress within. You EARN what you desire to LEARN by bringing NEAR to you EAR that which is REAL.
FRIENDSHIP

... from the letters ...

DEFHIINPRS

... revealing ...

FRIENDS INSPIRE I
I INSPIRE FRIENDSHIP
IF FRIENDS INSPIRE
FRIENDSHIP RISE
IN FRIENDSHIP I FIND
IF HE HINDERS HE
IF SHE HINDERS HER
FIENDISH FRIENDSHIP ENDS
SIN INFERS I HIDE
IF HE HIDES HIS SIN
IF SHE HIDES HER SIN
FRIENDSHIP ENDS
FRIENDSHIP PERISH
I END FIENDISH FRIENDSHIP
IF SIN IS INSIDE FRIENDSHIP
FRIENDSHIP DIES

FINE FRIENDS FIND I
I FIND FINER FRIENDS
IF FRIENDSHIP IS INSIDE I
HE SHINE IN FRIENDSHIP
SHE SHINE IN FRIENDSHIP
HE IS RISEN IN FRIENDSHIP
SHE IS RISEN IN FRIENDSHIP
HE IS SHINIER IN FRIENDSHIP
SHE IS SHINIER IN FRIENDSHIP
FRIENDS SHINE IN FRIENDSHIPS
FRIENDSHIP RIPENS IN FRIENDSHIP
FRIENDSHIP INSPIRED FRIENDS
FRIENDS INSPIRE FRIENDS
I RISE IN FRIENDSHIP

... and more ...

IS IN
FRIENDSHIP

Friendship is a word the very sight of which in print makes the heart warm.

- Augustine Birrell
FUNERAL
... from the letters ...
AEFLNRU
... revealing ...
LEARN REAL FUN NEAR A FUNERAL
AN EAR NEAR RA EARN A REAL LEARN
AN EAR NEAR RA LEARN REAL FUN
A REAL RUNE - NAE FEAR
REAL FUN NEAR
A
FUNERAL
... and a bit more...

The memorial service should be a joyous farewell party, recalling the good the person has done, reading favorite poems and singing favorite songs. If we did this, the liberated one would be rejoicing with us.

-- Peace Pilgrim - Her Life and Work in Her Own Words ~ page 84

GODDESSES
... from the letters ...
DDEEGOSSS
... revealing ...
GODDESS DOES DO GOD
SO DOES GODDESS DO GODS
SO DO GODDESSES SEED GEODES
SO DO GODDESSES SEED GODS
SO DO GODDESS SEED GE
SO DO GODS GO DO DOGS
SO DOES GOD GO DO DOG
GODDESS DO SEE
GODS DO SO GO DO DOGS
SO DO DOGS GO SO SOD
GODDESS DO DEEDS
GODDESS SEED SEEDS
SO DO GODDESSES SEED SODS
SO DO GODDESSES SEED GEODES
EGO GO ~ EGOS GOES
ODD ODES GODDESSES DO SEED
SO DO GODDESSES SEED GE
SO DO GODDESSES SEE
GOD'S GODDESS ODES
...
GRATEFULNESS
... from the letters ...
AEEFGLNRSSTU
... revealing ...
A GENTLE GUEST
A GRATEFUL GAL
A GRATEFUL GENT
GRANTS GENTLE GESTURES
AS GRATEFULNESS EASES ANGST

A RESENTFUL REFUSAL REFUSES A GRATEFUL GESTURE
AS ANGERS ARE NEAR DANGERS
RAGES ARE NEAR ANGERS
AS ANGER ESTRANGES US
ANGERS ARE A STRANGE RAGE
AS ARGUES ARE A SURE RUSE
RESENTFUL URGE RELENTS NEAR GRATEFULNESS

SUN SUNG US
ANGELS SANG TRUE TUNES
SUN NURSES US
A TREE’S LEAF
A REAL ART

GREATNESS GREETS US
GRATEFULNESS FREES US
A GRATEFUL TEAR ~ A TRUE TEAR
AN AGELESS ANGEL
A TRUE ETERNAL
A GRATEFUL US

ANGELS AGREE
ESTRAL ARTS ARE STAR ARTS
AS GRATEFULNESS EARN AN ARTFULNESS
REAL RUNES ~ TRUE TUNES
AS ANGELS SANG A GRATEFUL TUNE
GRATEFULNESS ~ A TRUE REFUGE

A TRUENESS
SAGES SEE ~ SEERS SEE
AS GRATEFULNESS EARN
AS GRATEFULNESS GRANTS
AN ANGEL’S GREATNESS
...

We are all angels. See the Star Art of EARTHINGS.
GRATITUDE
... from the letters ...
ADEGIRTU
... revealing ...

A GREAT IDEA

I ADIEU IRE!
I TRIED IRE
IRE GUTTED I
I RAGED AT IT
I TRIED RAGE
RAGE GUTTED I
A RUDE RAGE I RUED
A TIRADE TIRED I
I ADIEU TIRADE !
I ADIEU RAGE !
I ADIEU IRE !

I TRUED I

.....
I TRIED TRUE GRATITUDE

GRATITUDE ~ IT GUARD I
GRATITUDE ~ IT GUIDE I
GRATITUDE ~ A GREAT IDEA
GRATITUDE ~ A GREAT TRAIT
GRATITUDE ~ A GREAT TREAT

I GET IT!
I UTTER GRATITUDE
A GREAT IDEA
A TRUE ART
...

HAPPINESS HAPPENS IN ~I~

Bumper stickers from Good Works On Earth
HAPPINESS
... from the letters ...
AEHINPPSS
... revealing ...

~ AH ~
HAPPINESS
IS IN
I
I SPIN IN HAPPINESS
AS
HAPPINESS
SPINS IN
I

~ AH ~
HAPPINESS
NAE SIN I SIN
NAE SIN IS IN I
NAE PAINS IN I
HA
I SPIN IN HAPPINESS

HAPPINESS HAPPENS
AS
ESS IS IN HAPPINESS

ESS IS IN I
HE IS IN SHE
HE IS SAPIENS
SHE IS SAPIENS
ESS IS IN SAPIENS
EH?

~ AH ~
HAPPINESS IS A NAP
A SANE HE ~ A SANE SHE
NAE ASS IS IN I IN HAPPINESS

AS A SEI IS IN A SEA
SEI'S IS IN SEA'S
AS IN
HAPPINESS
IS
HE SHINES IN HIS HAPPINESS
SHE SHINES IN HAPPINESS
I SHINE IN HAPPINESS
HAPPINESS IS IN I
AS
HAPPINESS HAPPENS IN I

... and sacred more ...
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This is not a final image, and the music notations to the actual song for the documentary is being sought. The below showing on the staff's are not the actual song notes or timings, just an idea of how to show it.
HARMONY
... from the letters ...
AHMNOY
... revealing ...

MA
Ancient word for the Creatress
RA
Ancient word for the Creator
MAN
Ancient word for the CreatorCreatressCreation
HARM NO MAN
NO MAN HARM ANY
NARY A HARM ON ANY
ANY HARM MAR HARMONY
MAY NO HARM HARM ANY
MAY NO HARM HARM HARMONY

... and a bit more ...

People who live with HARMONY in their heart and soul do NO HARM to others or themselves. HARMONY is a vibrational awareness. HARMONY is a contribution to the vibrations of the universe in a Loving and caring way. You create HARMONY within you for all about you and you emanate this inner vibrational HARMONY to others near and far. By so doing, you attune to your source. Knowing and playing these harmonies you are a star in the eye of the universe, so well cared for and Loved by All That Is.

When you vision the best for self and others, you are in HARMONY with nature and creation shows herself to you for you can see her. This is not a difficult concept to understand. The living sea of awareness you swim in is of your creation and of your imaging. Do you swim in harmony or hatred?
HATRED
... from the letters...
ADEHRT
... revealing ...
A HATRED TRADE A HATRED
HATRED ~ A HEART DEARTH
THE HATRED HAD A DATE AT DEATH
A TEAR ~ A DEARTH ~ A RED HATE
HAE A DEAR DATE AT DEATH
HER EAR HEARD
HE READ HATRED
HE READ THE DEATH DATE
THE HATRED TEAR AT THE EAR
THE HATRED TEAR AT THE HEART
THE HATRED TEAR AT THE EARTH
HE HEARD HER TEAR
HE READ THE DATE

HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE HEART RATE
HEAR THE EARTH
HEAR THE HEART

... and a bit more ...

There is note and tone again ... READ the note ... THE EAR HEAR the tone. This short word with so many hidden hints to not create thought with ...

HATRED

To you the reading awareness of awareness now holding this page I tell you true, I just now, on the nth re read for proofreading, said a quiet thank you to the universe and the Beings who assembled and cared for the word HATRED, so that it could carry the truth within itself, all while people are seeing only the outer meaning. I am quite happy I am not in charge of the word HATRED. A daunting task I feel certain. This word carries the truth that HATRED contains DEATH, and to use the EAR and to READ is a way out of HATRED. The way out of HATRED is to HEAR THE EAR ~ HEAR THE HEART ~ HEAR THE EARTH ~ HEAR THE HEART RATE.

Read Toning, The Creative Power of the Voice by, Laurel Elizabeth Keyes. In this small book she describes how the body knows how to heal the body with the sounds the body knows how to make. When you study and learn the Star Art of toning, you will find LANGUAGES AS SUNG ~ AS SANG ~ US USE LANGUAGES. There is great truth in the last sentence, I encourage you to be of the Love awareness and the truth of that sentence will ring out forevermore. (Hint: the body knows the sounds to make to heal the body when you tone. From this, you will find the body healing, protecting and relaxing the body with sound, in myriad ways. Truly enlightful and uplifting.)
Like virtually everything else in our universe, Light, too, is probably on an experiential journey. It can live in the effervescent fission of the stars or it can allow itself to be electronically recreated. It can be custodian of the dazzling truth or the steward of equally glittering deception.

This quote is from Harlan Margold in his article in the July 25, 1996 issue of Welcome To Planet Earth magazine. He identifies himself at the end of the article as an unlicensed metaphysician. I like that. Who is going to license someone who knows the workings of the universes? Kinda makes a drivers license a joke. “Light ... it is the custodian of the dazzling truth or the steward of equally glittering deception.” Wow, what a truth so beautifully written. The reason Harlan’s quote is on this page is it is a heresy for many to know that the light is what it is. The light harbours the truth and gives the lie the energy to exist. This would be both the interior and the exterior light. Your inner light, and the light in the physical such as the fiber optics which transfers information with the light. Love is Creation. Light is information.

HERESY

... from the letters ...
EEHRSY
... revealing ...
SEER SEE HERE
YES ~ HE SEE
YES ~ SHE SEE
YES ~ YE EYES SEE

... and a bit more ...
... so ever more sacred ...

The original meaning of the heretic word, and it still means this, is...
Someone who has seen the truth and tells others.
Most religious dogma and doctrine adherer’s think it means only...
Someone who disagrees with a religious dogma.

It used to be an honorable word to be called a heretic. Lo, the Word still holds its truth.

YES, HERE YE SEE, say the SEE’R
YES, YE EYES SEE
SEY YE SEER

The seer is the scout of civilization.
- Elbert Hubbard

Heretics are ahead of their time. The heretical ideas that come onto the planet always prove to be brilliant later.
- Barbara Marciniak - Bringers of the Dawn - page 172
permission to use received in her letter, getting publisher's permission for manuscript
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IGNORANCE

... from the letters ...
ACEGINNOR
... revealing ...

AN INANE GAIN, IGNORANCE
NO ONE CAN GAIN IN IGNORANCE
AN EGO GORE AN OGRE IN IGNORANCE
AN ANGER GO ON A RAGE IN IGNORANCE
NO ONE GAIN A COIN IN IGNORANCE
NO ONE GO ON ON ONE EGO ON ONE
ERGO AN EGO GORE AN OGRE
ERGO ONE OGRE ONE GONER
ERGO NO ONE GO ON ON ONE EGO ON ONE
NO ONE
NONE

IN NO IGNORANCE IN ONE
ONE CAN CARE
ONE CAN EARN
ONE CAN GAIN
A GRACE

...

The word can also say, NO IGNORANCE IN ONE ON ORGANIC GRAIN OR ORGANIC RICE. The chemicals and pesticides we use to grow food can interfere with the growing process of our bodies. Eat organic foods. Whole grains and rice are some of the healthiest foods we can eat. GO ORGANIC.
IMAGINATION

... from ...
AAGIIIMNNOT
... revealing ...

I AM
ANIMA
ANIMATING
AN ANIMATION
I AM AN I AM
I AM AN IMAGINATION
I AM AT IMAGINATION
I AM IN IMAGINATION
I AM ON IMAGINATION
I AM IN/AN/AT/ON IMAGINATION
I AM NOT IN/AN/AT/ON IMAGINATION
IMAGINATION NOT ON
IMAGINATION ON
I AM MAGI IN
IMAGINATION

I AM ANIMA ANIMATING AN ANIMATION IN IMAGINATION
IMAGINE
... from the letters ...
AEGIIMN
... revealing ...

I AM
I AM ME
I IMAGE ME
I AM AN I AM
A NAME ~ A MIEN ~ I AM ME
I IMAGINE MINE IMAGE ~ MINE IMAGE I AM
I AM AIMING AN IMAGE ~ I AM MAGI IN A GAME
I IMAGINE I AM IN A GAME ~ I AM IN A GAME
I AM IN AN AGE I IMAGE
NAE ENIGMA IN ME
AN IMAGE I AM
I AM AN I AM
I IMAGE ME
I AM ME
I AM
IMAGINE

... from the letters ...
AEGIIMN
... revealing ...

I AM ME
I AM AN I AM
I AM MINE IMAGE
I IMAGINE MINE IMAGE
I IMAGNE MINE IMAGE IN A GAME
I AM AIMING AN IMAGE
I GAIN A GAME
I AM IN AN AGE I IMAGE
I AM AN I AM
A NAME ~ A MIEN ~ I AM ME
I IMAGINE MINE IMAGE
MINE IMAGE AM I
I AM AN I AM
I AM ME
I AM

IMAGINE

... from the letters ...
AEGIIMN
... revealing ...

I AM ME
I AM AN I AM
I IMAGINE A GAME
A GAME I AM IN
I IMAGINE AN AIM
I AM AIMING AN IMAGE
MA ~ MAN ~ MEN GAIN
MA ~ MAN ~ MEN GENII
NAE MEAN MA
NAE MEAN MAN
NAE MEAN MEN
NAE ENIGMA IN ME
I AM MINE IMAGE
I IMAGINE IN GE
AMEN
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IMAGINE

... from the letters ...
AEGIIMN
... revealing ...

I AM ME
I AM AN I AM
I IMAGINE AN AIM
I IMAGINE A GAME
I IMAGINE A NAME
I AIM AN IMAGE
GENII IN MA
GENII IN MAN
GENII IN MEN
NAE MEAN MEN
NAE MEAN MAN
NAE MEAN MA
IMAGINE
AMEN

IMAGINE

... from the letters ...
AEGIIMN
... revealing ...

I AM ME
MINE IMAGE I AM
I IMAGINE I AM ME
I IMAGINE I AM IN A GAME
I IMAGE A NAME IN A GAME
I GAIN A NAME IN A GAME
I AM ME
AMEN
INNOCENCE
... from the letters ...
CCEEINNNNO
... revealing ...

NICE ONE IN INNOCENCE
INNOCENCE ON IN NICE ONE
NO ONE CON ONE IN INNOCENCE
NO CON IN INNOCENCE
NO ONE CON NO ONE
COIN IN INNOCENCE
NO ONE CON ONE
NO ONE
NONE

NEON ON IN ONE IN
INNOCENCE

ONCE ONE IN INNOCENCE
NEON ON IN ONE
ONE IN NEON
EON IN ONE
NONCE
.
..
...
...

One word for the Light within us could be NEON. It is light.

Thank you to the musical group ENIGMA for the impetus to Lexigram the word INNOCENCE, with your song, Return To Innocence.
IMPECCABLE

... from the letters ...
ABCSEEILMP
... revealing ...

I AM
I AM ME
PEACE I CLAIM
PEACE BE

MALICE CLAIM A LIE
A LIE CLAIM BLAME
BLAME BE A BALE

PEACE BECALM
PEACE BECAME
PEACE BE
PEACE I CLAIM
I AM ME
I AM
I BE

... and a bit more ...

With our words we can be impeccable. We can improve our life and living with our words.
LAUGHTER

... from the letters ...
AEGHLRTU
... revealing ...

HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE HEART RATE
A REAL LAUGH HEAL THE HATE
A REAL LAUGHER HEAL THE HEART
THE REAL LAUGHTER HEAL THE RAGE
A GREAT LAUGH HEAL A HUGE HATE
A LARGE LAUGH HEAL THE HATER
A TRUE LAUGH HEAL THE HURT
HEAR THE EARTH HEART
HEAR THE HEART
A REAL LAUGH
A REGAL ART
HA HA HA
HE HE
A HUG HEAL
HE HUG A GAL
HER HUG HEAL HE
HE LET HER HUG HEAL HE
HE HUG A HE? HE HEAL A HE
HER HUG HEAL A HER
HER HUG HEAL A HE
HE HUG ~ HE HEAL
A HALE HE ~ A HALE HER
GAE A HUG ~ GET A HUG
HUG THE EARTH
LET A HUG HEAL

GAE : to give.
HALE : healthy
MEDITATION

... from the letters ...

ADEIIMNOTT

... revealing ...

I AM
I AM ME
I AM AN I AM

I TAME A MIND IN MEDITATION
I AM NOT TIED TO TIME
I AM NOT IN A MIND
AN EON IN NO TIME
NO DATE ~ NO TIME
I AM NOT TIED TO IT

IN
MEDITATION
I AM NOT NAMED
I AM NOT A NAME
I AM NOT TIED TO A NAME
MEDITATION INTIMATED TO ME AN IDEA
I DO NOT DIE

I AM
I AM ME
I EMIT A NOTE
I EMIT A TONE
AT " ONE " MENT
I NOTE A TONE ~ I TONE A NOTE
I AM ONE IN MEDITATION
I AM INTIMATE TO ME
A MAIN AIM IN I
I AM
OM

ONE OMEN IN MEDITATION
A DIET NOT TO EAT MEAT
I DO NOT DINE ON OR DIET IN MEAT
I EDIT DIET TO OMIT MEAT
I TIED DIET TIDE
I EDIT DIET

ONE OMEN IN MEDITATION
NO MEAN MA ~ NO MEAN MAN ~ NO MEAN MEN
NO ONE MEAN ON ONE
I ~ DEI ~ DO NOT DIE
I DYE TO I ~ TO DEI

IN
MEDITATION
AT ONE MENT
OM

MOI ~ I OM

a sacred palindrome
This last word, OM, came to me after some weeks! Such a simple demonstration of the ability of
the hidden meaning within a word that can be lexigrammed to hide itself. The one word that is
best to begin meditation is within the word itself telling you the basic sound of the universe, a
sound that readily brings calmness to body and thought, allowing you to experience for your self
what is described as AT*ONE*MENT. This word, this sneaky little truth hiding there for weeks
before I saw it, delighted me when it showed itsElf. I swear to you by all I know to be true I felt
the word OM chuckle when I found OM showing itsElf. I certainly chuckled too.

Meditation is a word that I believe can be used for a long time as an awakener. Two unique ways
to meditate are, with seed and without seed. With seed means to enter the state of still with one
idea, one seed thought being carried with you to the place of no time. The seed idea can even be
the concept of NO TIME which as the seed carried into the fertile grounds of the stillness, will
sprout with your loving attention placed upon it while quiet. The sprout will reveal itsElf and
will blossom with its meaning of how meditation can give us the truth of no time in the universe.

Carry into the still of the quiet the seed idea of NO NAME. Ponder your self with no name, as a
being of infinite ability not limited by a name, or time, or a mind. There are a lot of limitations
held by most folks with their minds. These minds are simply a picture of an idea. A belief in
picture form. Change the picture, change the belief.

The point I wish to impress is the sheer volume of truth held within these Lexigrams. Each line
can be a source of remembrance and awakening for you as a Spiritually Aware, Immortal Being,
Art is a man's nature; nature is God's art.
- Alice Bailey (1816-1902)

Perhaps there is only one cardinal sin: impatience.
Because of impatience we are driven out of Paradise; because of impatience we cannot return.
- Franz Kafka (1883-1924)
PATIENCE
... from the letters ...
ACCEINPT
... revealing ...

IN
PATIENCE
I ACT IN PEACE
I TIE IT AT A PACE
PEACE IN I ~ I IN PEACE
I ACT AT IT IN A PACE
I PACE AN ACT
I PACE IT
PEACE IN I ~ I IN PEACE
    IN
    PATIENCE
...

PERSEVERANCE
....
AS A SEER SEE ~ A SEER NEVER REAPS A SEVERANCE
SEER SEE ~ AS PEER PERSEVERE PEER NEVER EVER SEVER
A SEER NEVER EVER RAPES AS A SEER PERSEVERE
Nae never ever
    AS A SEER SEE
    PERSEVERANCE
    EVER SERVE A SEER
...

PERSISTENCE
... from the letters ...
CEEEINPRSST
... revealing ...

SEER SEE
I SEE IT
I SIRE IT
IT RISES
I SENT IT
PEER SEES IT
PEERS SEE IT
I PERSIST IN IT
SEE'R SEES ITS ESSENCE
ITS ESSENCE IS IN IT
IT IS SET IN
PERSISTENCE
...

Perseverance alone does not assure success.
No amount of stalking will lead to game in a field that has none.
I Ching (B.C. 1150?)
Not everything that is pleasureable is beneficial, but everything that is beneficial is pleasureable.
- Pythagoras

Let the laughter heal the heart
Let the laughter the hate
Let the laughter the hurt
Let the laughter the rage
Let laughter heal the age

PLEASURE
... from the letters ...
AEELPRSU
... revealing ...

PLEASE SEE SURE AS YOU PERUSE*
PLEASE USE EARS REAL SURE
AS PEERS PLEASE US
AS A SEA ~ A SEAL
A SURE LURE PLEASE US
A SEER SEE REAL SURE

PLEASE
SEE AS ASLEEP
PLEASE SEE EASE

PLEASE ... AEELPS ... PLEASE SEE AS ASLEEP. A hint we left for ourselves to see in our sleep. You can, by intending to do so. Read Robert A. Monroe's, Far Journeys. Or, Carlos Castenada’s, The Art Of Dreaming. Carlo's technique is simple and enlightful. Forget the 10,000+ interpretations of dreams the shrinks want to confuse you with. Instead, learn to control and utilize the dream state. PLEASE also SAE, PLEASE SEE EASE. Our source is peaceful still Love.

STILLNESS

EILLNSSST

IT IS I IN STILL ~ IT IS ESS
ESS IS I ~ I SIT IN STILLNESS
I LISTEN IN STILL SILENTS
IN SILENT I LIE NIL LIE
IN SILENT I LIE NILL LIES
IT IS SILENT I IN STILL
I SENT IT
I IS ESS
I SET IT
IT IS I
IT IS

...
Messiah means Message, but to be effective it has to be received.
Barbara Hand Clow - The Pleiadian Agenda - page 128

What is the message in messiah? Linda Goodman lexigrammed MESSIAH a little bit in her book, Linda Goodman’s Star Signs. She showed the following: “The word MESSIAH contains the following ringing words, as a message to those whose Third Eyes are open to truth. “HE IS HIM ... HE IS SAME AS HIM ... HE IS SHE ... SHE IS HIM ... HE IS SAME AS ME ... I AM SAME AS HIM ... SHE IS SAME AS HIM.” Hm ... sounds like we are one.

Well, I expanded on the Lexigram of the word MESSIAH a bit more ...

**MESSIAH**

... from the letters ...

AEHIMSS

... revealing ...

I AM ESS
I AM HE
HE IS I
SHE IS I
I AM SAME AS HE IS
HE IS SAME AS I AM
HE IS SAME AS SHE IS
A MESSIAH

... and a lot more ...
MESSIAH

... from the letters ...

AEHIMSS

... revealing ...

~ AH ~
~ AHEM ~
~~ I AM ~~~
~~ ~ I AM HE ~~~
~~ ~ I AM ME ~~~
~~ ~ I AM SHE ~~~
~~ SHE IS MESSIAH~~
~~ ~ ~ I AM ~~~
~~ ~ AS HE IS ~~~
~~ AS SHE IS ~~~
~~ ME ~~~
AS IS HE

EH ?
~ ESS MA SHE ~
~ HE HIM HIS ~

EH ?
ESS ES
AS SHE HAS HE
SAME AS HE HAS
ESS ES ME

HA HA HA
SHAMES
HE SHAME ME ?
SHE SHAME ME ?
ME SHAME ME ?
HE IS ME
SHE IS ME
SHE HAS HE
EH?

HE IS SHE ~ SHE IS HE
I AM ME
I AM
I AM ESS
SAME AS HE
SAME AS SHE
ESS IS ME

ISMS, ISMS, ISMS
~ A MESSIAH ~
SHE HAS HIS ISMS
SAME AS A SHAME HAS A SHAM
HE HAS SHAMES
SHAMES SHE HAS
AS HIS SHAMS SHAME HIM
A SHAM IS AS A SHAME

God sits quietly within Goddess. Goddess Birthes the Messiahs
"God sits quietly within the very womb of Goddess and it is true, in the beginning is the Word. Goddess births God in word and deed. Goddess births Gods, in words and deeds, not the other way around. No three male anythings ever got together and birthed one single thing .. Except perhaps war and weapons, false profits and false prophets.”
- Kathy Onu : StarLight Expressions

MESSIAH
... continues ...
HE ~ ME ~ SHE
HE ~ SHE MESH
AS MA SAME AS ESS
SAME AS SHE HAS HE
A SEI ~ I AM A SEI ~ SAME SEA'S SHE HAS
AS ESS HAS ~ AS HE HAS : AM I AMISS ? EH ?
SHE IS ME : HE IS ME : I AM ME
I AM SEA'S : I AM SET'S
I AM HE'S : I AM SHE
... IEAH ...

IEAH is a sound, I E AH. All sounded in order, eyeeeah. Tis sacred sound revealed.

Bottom Line ... ESS IS MESSIAH : If you have a grasp on Oneness of Love’s Essences All, this makes complete sense. We are all the messiah : AS SHE IS ME : I AM SHE ~ I AM HE : SHE IS SAME AS ~ HE IS SAME AS ~ MESSIAH. Gee, this words tells me, whether I am male or female ... HE IS ME ~ SHE IS ME. I AM the MESSIAH. I AM A MESSIAH. Are you hearing these words as you read? The MESSIAH word means Message. This is the Message. The MESSIAH I AM. I AM A MESSIAH.
Ask clearly, it shall be given.
Knock firmly, it shall be opened.
Seek with clarity, it shall be found.

Nothing is so difficult but that it may be found out by seeking.
- Terence (B.C. 185-159)

PERSISTENT
... from the letters ...
EEINPRSSST
... revealing ...

IS PEST PERSISTENT ?
SEER SEES PEERS PERSIST
SEERSEE TREE IS PERSISTENT
TEST IN PERSISTENT IS ... 
I PERSIST IN IT
PERSISTENT IS IN PRESENT TENSE I SET IT
I PERSIST IN PRESENT TENSE ~ IT IS SEEK'S PRESENT 
SEER ~ I SEE
I SIRE IT ~ IT RISES ~ IT IS SENT ~ I SET IT ~ IT IS
PERSISTENT PEER PRESENTS IT
IT IS PRESENT SEE PRESENTS
SEER SENT IT ~ PEERS SEE IT
IT IS SET IN PERSISTENT I
I PERSIST ~ I SIT ~ I REST
...

Difficulties increase the nearer we approach our goal.
- Goethe (1749-1832)

PEERS SEE RESPECT
PEERS SEE PEERS
SEER SEE PEERS
SEER SEE TREES
SEER SEE SECRET
SEER SEE TREES SEE 
SEER RESPECT TREES
SEER RESPECT PEERS
PEERS RESPECT PEERS
PEERS RESPECT TREES
PEERS SEE RESPECT REST
...

Prejudice is the reason of fools.
- Voltaire (1694-1778)

One good read is all you need ...
PREJUDICE
... from the letters ...
CDEEIJPRU
... revealing ...
CREEP CREED

PREJUDICE RECIPE
I PRIED
I PIERCED
I JEER PEER
PEER CRIED
I RIP UP PEER
RUDE CRUDE JEER

PREJUDICE RECIPE : JURIED RICE PIE
DICE DEEP DIRE IRE
PUREE ~ JUICED
CUP PURE IRE JUICE
RIPE JEER
PEDICURE
EPICURE
JUICIER CRUDE PIE
PURE IRE ~ JURIED PIE
DEEP DIRE IRE ICED I
PREJUDICE PRICE ?
I DIE

PREJUDICE CURE
A CUE...
REDUCE RUDE
REDUCE CRUDE
REDUCE DEEP DIRE IRE

I RID PREJUDICE
I PIERCED PREJUDICE
I URPED* PREJUDICE PIE
PREJUDICE CURED
PREJUDICE DIE
DEI ~ I RIDE
JUDGE DIE

... and more ...

CAUTION : This pie and juice are known to cause heart attacks, prostate destruction and colon malfunction. Please do not drink of this cup nor eat of this sup.
PROCRASTINATE
... from the letters ...
AACEINOPRRSSTT
... revealing ...

I SAE I CAN’T
I NOT RISE TO IT
SO I NOT ASPIRE TO IT’
AS AN ARTIST I NOT ACT AT IT
AN ACTOR I NOT ACT TO AN ART
TO PROCRASTINATE IS NOT A CAT NAP
TO PROCRASTINATE IS TO EARN NO COINS
AN ACTOR AS A CASTRATOR CASTRATE ACTIONS
AS IT IS ERRATIC ACTIONS, IT ENTRAPS ONE
I CONSTIPATE AS I PROCRASTINATE
IT IS AN ERR TO PROCRASTINATE
A CREATION CASTRATION IT IS
IT IS AN ARREST ON ACTIONS
NO ONE CARRIES ON
I POST TO NO ONE
I POINT NOT AT I
NO POINT IN IT
IT IS NOT SENT
I SENT IT NOT

I SAE STOP TO PROCRASTINATE

I SAE START TO ACTIONS

AS I ARE AN ACTOR
I ARE AN ARTIST
I ACT
I START
AT ONCE

... and a bit more ...
PROCRASTINATE
... continues ...

NOT!

AS A CREATOR I START ACTION
ACTIONS I START
I START AT STAR ARTS

A STAR ART IS TO NOT PROCRASTINATE
IT TIES ONE TO IT
IT IS AN ERR
NO ACTION IS IN IT
NO ONE SIRES ACTION

A CAT NAP CAN REST ONE
I ARISE
I REST
I START
I STOP

... and a bit more ...

THE DISCOVERY OF THE CREATOR WITHIN US MAY NOT COME AT ONCE; IT COMES WITH EFFORT SINCERELY MADE.
• 1956 Gladys Mayer in article titled, Color and Healing in book titled Color Healing published by Health Research, Mokelumne Hill, California in 1956
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REGRETS

... from the letters...
EEGRRST
... revealing...

SEER SEE
REGRETS GETS RE SEE
SEER SEE
RE SEE GETS REGRETS
SEER SEE
SEER REST REGRETS
SEER SEE
SEER GETS REST
SEER SEE
TREES SEE
SEER SEE TREES
TREES SEE SEER
TREES REST RE SEE
SEER REST REGRETS
SEER GETS REST
SEER SEE
...
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RELATIONSHIPS

... from the letters ...

AEHIILONPRSST

... revealing ...

HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE HEART RATE
REST THE HEART RATE
HEAR THE EARTH

THE EARTH IS NOT A PRISON
NOR IS A RELATIONSHIP

IN A
RELATIONSHIP
HE IS NEAR SHE
HERS IS NEAR HIS
THEIR EAR HEAR THEIR LIPS
ONE HEARS THE OTHERS HEART
A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP IS HONEST
THE HOLIEST RELATIONSHIP IS AN HONEST RELATIONSHIP
NO ONE LIES TO ANOTHER
NO ONE TRIES TO TIE ANOTHER
NO ONE IS HOSTILE TO THE OTHER
NO PATER PART IS A RAPIST
NO HATE, NO RAPE, NO SIN
IS IN AN HONEST
RELATIONSHIP

THEIR NARES INHALE THE AIRS
THEIR NATES SIT NEAR THE EARTH

AS PAINTERS PAINT
SO ALSO PARENTS PARENT
IN A RELATIONSHIP OR NOT
A PARENT IS IN A RELATIONSHIP
A PERSON IN A RELATIONSHIP IS NOT ALSO A PARENT

PRAISE IS SENT TO ONE IN AN HONEST RELATIONSHIP
HE HEALS HER ~ SHE HEALS HE
AS PLANETS POINT TO THE POLE STAR
POLARITIES ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP
SO IS NO ONE LIES
NO ONE LIES TO ANOTHER
NO LIARS LAST IN A RELATIONSHIP
AS A LIAR’S LIES TARNISH RELATIONSHIPS
AS A LIAR IS IN TREASON TO A RELATIONSHIP

NO ONE IS ALONE IN A RELATIONSHIP
NO ONE IS LOST IN A RELATIONSHIP
NOT ONE

ONE REASONS IN RELATION TO SPIRIT IN RELATIONSHIPS
IS ONE RELIANT ON REASON TO HEAL THE PAST?
A SAINT RETAINS NOT THE PAST

... continued ...
RELATIONSHIPS

... from the letters ...

AEHIILONPRSSST

... continues ...

IN A RELATIONSHIP IS
I RISE
I SIRE I
I ARISE
I AROSE
I ARE ARISEN
SO IS ANOTHER NEAR I
I HEAR THEIR EAR
I HEAR THEIR HEART
I HEAR THEIR EARTH
I HEAR THEIR STAR

I
HE
SHE
SAT IN SATORI
IN
AEONS
IN
EONS
IN
ERA’S
IN
RELATIONSHIPS

A RELATIONSHIP RIPENS AS THE OTHER HEARS THE OTHER’S HEART
AS ONE HEARS ONE’S HEART
REAL REST IS IN A RELATIONSHIP
HOPE IS NOT LOST IN HONEST RELATIONSHIPS
NOSE TO NOSE
TOES TO TOES
LIPS TO LIPS
HEART TO HEART
OPENS A RELATIONSHIP
THEIR HEARTS LEARN TO HEAL IN A RELATIONSHIP
NOT IN A RELATIONSHIP IS NOT A STOP TO HEAL
NO ONE IS LOST IN A RELATIONSHIP

PERSON TO PERSON
THIS IS A RELATIONSHIP
NO HATE IS RISEN IN AN HONEST RELATIONSHIP
AS ONE IS HONEST IN A REAL RELATIONSHIP
ONE TONES NOTES TO THE OTHERS HEART
THEN HEARS THE HEART’S REPOSAL
IT IS THE HOLIEST IN RELATIONS

... and still more ...

reposal 1. The act of resting or the state of being at rest. 2. Freedom from worry; peace of mind. 3. Calmness; tranquillity.
Resolve has been the most powerful word in terms of changing my life for the better. Love powers the universe and so by seeing, speaking and acting in and from Love, all is well. Whenever I have a situation or problem to solve, I surround it with Love and act accordingly. Try it. You will see that it changes things in your life for the better forevermore. What else does RESOLVE reveal in its Lexigram?

Do you wish to resolve a problem? Look at the problem with and through Love in your mind’s eye and feel the Love with your heart ... feel like an elf in your sElf’s doings in flesh. The elf’s in us is in the letters of our flesh.
RESOLVE
...continued...

RESOLVE has been a most useful, revealing, relaxing and enlivening knowing. After finding this word and seeing the first three lines reveal themselves, I was astounded when much later LOVERS was a word I was lexigramming and I kept trying to put a second E into the word so I could get LOVERS RESOLVE, which LOVERS do do. The feeling came over me that the word LOVERS, despite being the word right in front of my eyes, was hiding from me somehow. True, I was not with a mate, and so no LOVER was a part of my life ... the feeling was not of not having a LOVER ... it was a feeling of the word LOVERS hiding from me a part of itsElf while the word was looking at me from in front of my face, both on the page, and in my thoughts. I told a friend I spoke to on the phone that I was working on a word, not telling the person it was LOVERS, and that the word kept trying to put in a second E on me several times. I blame the word, because the sense I 'ear with my inner ear and see with my inner eye in the revealings of the word felt by me, come from the sensing of the word I ponder with my still thought and quiet listening to the intuition. In other words, the word recognizes my pondering it and so responds with a feeling of sitting on my shoulder, looking over my work and offering a hint here, a correction there. Gleefully, joyfully and with a prankishness fit for a leprechaun the word itself hides some of the more glaringly obvious words and meanings within a word I am working on, just to enjoy teasing me, knowing I am not giving up and knowing I so enjoy the hunt. Om did it to me in Meditation.

Now, this word LOVERS was playing with me trying to put a letter where a letter was not. That second E would not be banished from the musings I pondered on LOVERS. Then the sneaky little LOVERS allowed itself to be seen in my mental visionings under the word RESOLVE ... and the universe rang out its cheers and applause, for you see, I had finished RESOLVE as a word months and months ago and LOVERS was not in the Lexigram. For the first time, by working on the word LOVERS, did I now see LOVERS is in the word, RESOLVE. LOVERS RESOLVE. SO, LOVERS RESOLVE LOSER OR LOVERS LOSE SORR LOSER. LOVERS LOVE. LOVERS SOLVE. There. Now! it seems finished. No more from me on this word, you can cancel the ... and a bit more ... . I so Love this word. See, speak and act in and from and with Love. Imagine it.

RESPECT
... from the letters ...

CEEPRST
... revealing ...

PEERS SEE PEERS
SEER SEE PEERS
SEER SEE TREES
SEER SEE SECRET
SEER SEE TREES SEE
SEER RESPECT TREES
SEER RESPECT PEERS
PEERS RESPECT PEERS
PEERS RESPECT TREES
PEERS SEE RESPECT REST PEERS
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Signature

... from the letters ...
AEGINRSTU
... revealing ...

A TRUE SIGN IS IN IT
I SIGN A SIGNATURE IN TURNS
TRUE SIGNS ARE IN TURNS IN A SIGNATURE
A TRUE NATURE IN I IS IN A SIGNATURE I SIGN

A SUN SIGN IS US
A STAR SIGN IS IN I
A TRUE TUNE IS IN US I SING
A STAR TURNS AS IS ITS NATURE
AS SATURN TURNS IN ITS NATURE
AS A SUN TURNS ~ IT IS TRUE
I RISE AS A STAR
I RISE AS A SUN
AS I SIRE I
AS I ARE

IT IS TRUE ~ A STAR SIGN IS IN A SIGNATURE
I SING IT IN AS A STAR IS IN NATURES ~ IT IS I
AS RAIN IS ERGS IN A NEAR SUN RISE
AS SUN ERGS ARE IN RAINS
I NURSE A TRUE TUNE AS I SIGN A SIGNATURE
I SIRE A TRUE SIGN AS I SING IT IN A SIGNATURE
I STARE AT A SIGNATURE AS I SIGN IT
I INURE IT ? I SET IT ~ I SINUATE IT
IT IS IN A SINGLE SIGNATURE
IS IT TRUE ?
IS IT IN A SIGNATURE I SIGN?
TRUE RUNES ~ TRUE TUNES
IT IS IN A SIGNATURE I SIGN
I SIGN IT AS A SAINT
I SIGN IT TRUE
I SIGN IT AS,
A SAGE

...
TELEVISION
... from the letters ...
EEILNOSTV
... revealing ...

IS IT EVIL ?
IS IT VILE ?
IS IT VIOLENT ?
VILE LIES TO VISIT I IN TONES SENT TO I IN TELEVISION ?
VIOLENT NOVELTIES SENT TO ONE IN TELEVISION SET ON ?
IS TELEVISION ONSET TO VIOLENT VISIONS IN ONE ?
IS TO LISTEN TO IT TO LISTEN TO VIOLENT LIES ?
TELEVISION INVITES ONE’S VISION TO ENVIES
NOVELIST TIES IN NOVELS ON TELEVISION
VIOLENT NOISE IS ON TELEVISION
TV ENTOILS ONE IN VILE EVIL
I LISTEN TO IT NOT
ONE OVEN I SEE
I SEE NO TV

LOVE IN VISION IN I LIVENS I

LOVE IS IN I
NOT IN VISIONS SENT IN TELEVISION
VIOLENT NOISE IS SENT IN TELEVISION
I VOTE NO
I VETO IT

... and a bit more ...

IS LOVE ON IN TELEVISION ?
I VOTE IT IS ON
SO SET IS ON

NO LOVE IN IT ?
TELEVISION SET IS NOT ON

http://www.goodworksonearth.org/television.html
Share this with your friends, especially if they have children.
Star Arts in Television

Is it evil? Is it vile? Is it violent?

Vile lies to visual visions sent to him in television?

Is violent television on? Set to violent visions in one?

Is violent lies in lines sent to him television set on?

Is to listen to it to listen to violent lies?

Television invites one's visions to envies

Novelist ties in novels to television

Television entoils one in vile evil

I listen to it not

One oven I see

I see no violent TV

Love in I livens I ~ not violent television

Love livens I ~ not violent notes sent in television

Love is in I ~ not in violent tones sent in television

Violent noise is sent in television

One oven I see ~ I see no violent TV

I vote no ~ I veto it

Is love on in television set on?

I vote it is on ~ so set is on

No love in TV?

TV set is not on
Is it possible that by developing coeternal tolerance we become an oracle?

TOLERANCE

... from the letters ...
ACEELNORT

... revealing ...

COETERNAL
AN ETERNAL EAR
ONE NOTE ~ ONE TONE
A CLEAR EAR NEAR TO ONE

TO A CLEAN AEON
TO CLEAN AN EON
TO A CLEAR ERA
LEARN TO CARE
AN AEON ~ AN EON ~ AN ERA
TO LEARN TOLERANCE
LEAN ON A TREE
LEARN TO CARE
A CLEAR EAR
A CLEAR ERA
A CLEAR LORE
A CLEAR ROLE
A CLEAR ORACLE
COETERNAL ONCE ONE LEARN TOLERANCE

Ponder this and JUDGEMENTAL and you will know you have something.
UNIVERSES
... from the letters ...
EEINRSSUV
... revealing ...
I
SEE
UNI
VERSE
VENUS RISES
SEER SEE RUNES
SEER SERVES IN UNIVERSES
SEER VERSES VENUS IN UNIVERSE
RUINS SEEN IN UNIVERSES ?
RUSE SEER SEE IS VIRUSES IN VEINS RUIN US
SUN NEVER SEVERS US
UNIVERSE NURSES US
SUN-RISES SEEN IN UNIVERSES
I RISE IS SEEN IN UNIVERSE
US RISE IS SEEN IN UNIVERSE
SEERS RISE
SEERS SEE
SEERS SEE INVERSE UNIVERSES
SEERS SEE VERSES IN UNIVERSES
SEERS SEE SUN RISES

... and a bit more ...
UNSELFISH

...from the letters...
EFHILNSSU
... revealing ...

ELFISH LIFE
IS IN
UNSELFISH
IF I LIE SELFISH LIE
SELFISH SIN IS IN I
LIES IS IN LINES I LIE
LESS I IS IN LINES I LIE
IN UNSELFISH IS
LIES FUSE LIES
LESS LIES I LIE
I SHUN SIN
LESS LIES
IN
I

I SHINE
SUN SHINES IN I
IS IN
UNSELFISH

LUSH ESS SHINES
IN HE
IN SHE
IN HIS
UNSELFISH LIFE

ESS IS IN I
IN ELFISH SELF
IN
UNSELFISH

IF I USE LESS LIES LESS SIN LIES IN I
I FINISH SINFUL LIES
SUN SHINES IN I
I SHINE

SUN IS IN US
IN
UNSELFISH

... and a bit more ...

ESS: definition is the unnamable female essence which births all life and living, all existence, all Loving.
VIOLENCE

... from the letters ...
CEEILNOV
... revealing ...

I LIE ONE LIE
NO LOVE IN I
I LOVE NO ONE
I LIVE ON IN VICE
VICE LIVE ON IN I
VILE LIE LIVE ON IN I
NO ONE LOVE EVIL LIE
NO LOVE IN VOICE IN I
I VOICE NO LOVE

... and a bit more ...

I LOVE ONE
LOVE LIVE IN I
NO VILE LIE IN I
I LIVE IN LOVE
NO VIOLENCE IN I
I LOVE ONE
VIOLENT

... from the letters ...
EILNOTIV
... revealing ...

ONE LIE IN I
NO LOVE IN I
I LOVE NOT I
I LOVE NO ONE ?
NO ONE LOVE I ?
I TOIL ON IN NO LOVE
ONE LIE ~ NO LOVE IN I
I LIVE ON NOT IN LOVE
I NOT LET LOVE LIVE IN I
NO LOVE IN VIOLENT LIE
I VENT ON ONE IN EVIL VILE LIE
I VENT EVIL ON TEN
I LOVE NOT
I LIVE NOT
NO LOVE IN I IN VIOLENT I
no one violent live on in one eon
VIOLENT ?
VIOLENT ??
VIOLENT ???
I LIVE ONE LIE TO VENT I ???
EVIL VILE LIE LIVE IN I ???
NO I
NO LIE IN I
I LIVE IN NO VILE LIE
I VENT EVIL ON NO ONE
I LET LOVE LIVE IN I
I LET LOVE LIVE
NOT ONE LIE
NO LIE IN I
I LOVE
I LOVE TO LIVE
I LIVE TO LOVE
I LOVE TO LOVE
...
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WEAPONS

... from ...

AENOPSW

... revealing ...

PAWNS NOW OWN WEAPONS
NO ONE SANE OWNS A WEAPON
NO ONE WON AS WE OWN WEAPONS
WEAPONS ?
NO !
NO WEAPONS
NOPE !
NO WEAPONS NOW
WE WEAN WOES AS WE WEAN WEAPONS
WE SOW NO PEAN AS WE OWN WEAPONS
WE PEN ONE EPOS AS WE WEAN WEAPONS
A NEW AWE WE SEE AS WE WEAN WEAPONS
AS NO ONE OWNS A WEAPON WE OWN A NEW AEON
AS WE OWN NO WEAPONS WE OPEN A NEW EON
AS WE OWN NO WEAPONS WE OWN NEW AWES
WE OPEN A PEN ~ WE PEN A PEAN
WE PEN AN EPOS
A NEW AWE WE WON
AS NO ONE OWNS ONE

NO WEAPONS NOW

... and a bit more ...

People who make weapons are called WEAPONEERS. This tells us there is NO ONE A SEER AS A WEAPONEER. And, A WEAPONEER WEEPS AN EON.

NO ONE NOW A WEAPONEER. NO WEAPONEERS NOW. ONE ERA ~ NO ONE A WEEPER. WE ARE AN AWE ON ONE PEER ~ WE AWE NO WEAPON ~ NO ONE A WEAPON ‘EER, NOW. WE EARN A NEW AWE ~ WE EARN A NEW ERA. ~ OR ~ A WEAPONEER WEEP AN AEON. EAR ON NOW ?

Depression causes addictions and addictions cause depression. Addicted, as a word, gives the addicted person a tool he or she can use that will show them easily and simply what addiction is and the solution to addiction.
Diet is nothing more than what goes into our bodies, from whatever source. The word also contains TEA. Makes me wonder if there is a tea that alleviates physical addiction. It appears there may be a natural plant called the Iboga plant which, with one use, alleviates addictions to hard drugs such as cocaine, heroin, alcohol and nicotine without the withdrawal. Eric Taub wrote of it in the April issue of Magical Blend magazine. As I write this in 1997 the food and drug administration still exists. This is the group that has allowed the medical companies to control health laws in the United States. This is the group that has allowed a poisonous drug source (cigarettes) made more poisonous by man’s chemical processes to be advertised and sold to men, women and children, legally. Now this same agency makes the plant which heals the addictions to the cash crop plants and processes, illegal. Healing plants are made illegal and unavailable to sovereign citizens in America. It will not even allow it to be tested. Combine that fact with the actuality that the agencies of the United States government have created and imported the mind altering drugs, unleashing them on the populace with ill intent. Using the cia or the fbi or the military to run the drugs into this country and at the same time profiting from the drug war which it created is unconscionable. And that is what it is. A created war, the creators being those who are in control of the laws (the lawyers we send to our governing bodies) and who seek to control the populace with their police agencies. There are fifty five thousand police agencies in the fifty United States in America and they currently are having a field day confiscating property from those associated with the illegal drugs.
ADDICTED
... from ...
ACDDDEIT
... revealing ...

(causes)
I ADDED ACT
I ADD IT
I ADDED IT
I TIED IT
IT TIED I
I DICED AT IT

(Results)
ADDICTED I DIE
I DIED ADDICTED
I DIED DEAD

(Law Spoken)
I CITED EDICT

(Solution)
I EDIT DIET
I ATE
I EAT
I TIED A DIET TIDE
IT AIDED I
I ADD IDEA
I DE-ADDICT I
I DE-ADDICTED I
DIET DID IT
I DID IT

... and a bit more ...

IN ADDICTION Is NOT AN ADDICT AND NO ADDICT IN I. My gosh, so much revealed within a word that means so much in terms of human misery. I am thankful the word reveals its truth.
HABIT
... from the letters ...
    ABHIT
... revealing ...
I BIT AT A BAIT
A BAIT BIT AT I
I HABIT IT
... and a bit more ...

ADDICTED
... from the letters ...
    ACDDDEIT
... revealing ...
    I ADD
    I ADDED IT
    DICE I DICED
    IT TIED I
    I CITED EDICT
    I EDIT DIET
    I ATE
    I EAT
    I DID IT
    I DID ACT
    I DE-ADDICT
    I ADDED IDEA
    I TIED DIET TIDE
ADDICTED IDEA DIED
... and a bit more ...
ALCOHOLISM
... from the letters ...
ACHILLMOOS
... revealing ...
AM I COOL?
AM I MACHO?
AS I SLAM HIM?
AS I SLAM ALCOHOL?
AS LOCO IS ~ LOCO I AM
ALCOHOLISM IS CASH MOOLAHS
ALCOHOL IS A SCAM
I MISCALL
AS I AM LOCO
... HOO ...
I AIL
I CHILL
CHILLS IS I
A CHAOS ~ A CLASH
I AM ILL ~ ILLS IS I
ah ... choo
IS ALCOHOL A SCHOOL ?
A SHILL ? ~ A SHAM ?
AM I A SCHMO ?
A COMA ?
AM I LOAM ?
AM I SOIL ?
.....ah ~ choo ..... 

I AM CALM
AL~CO~HOL IS SO LOCO'S
SO I SHOO ALCOHOL
I AM SOCIAL AS I SOLO A COLA
I SHoo ALCOHOL
SHALOM
OM
...
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ALCOHOLISM
... from the letters ...

ACHILLMOOS
... revealing ...

AS LOCO IS ~ LOCO I AM
   AM I COOL ?
   AM I MACHO ?
AS I SLAM ALCOHOL ?
ALCOHOLISM IS CASH MOOLAHS

ALCOHOL IS A SCAM
   AS I AM LOCO
      I MISCALL
         ... HOO ...
            I AIL
            I CHILL
            CHILLS IS I
   A CHAOS ~ A CLASH
      ILL AM I
   AH - CHOO
      I AM ILL

IS ALCOHOL A SCHOOL ?
   A SHILL ? ~ A SHAM ?
AM I A SCHMO ?
   A COMA ?
   AM I LOAM ?
   AM I SOIL ?
   AH-CHOO

AS I AM CALM
   I SHOO ALCOHOL
I AM SOCIAL AS I SOLO A COLA
   AL~CO~HOL IS SO LOCOS
SO ~ I SHOO ALCOHOL'S -ISM
   I SHOO ALCOHOL
      AH HA
      I AM
      OM
      ...

http://www.goodworksonearth.org/alcoholism.html
Please share with those you know can use this help.
MENTAL ADDICTION

... from the letters ...

ACDDEIILMNOT

... revealing ...

I ACTED AN IDIOT
I MADE AN ACTION INTO AN AILMENT
I AM AN AMENT IN A MENTAL ADDICTION
I DID NOT TAME A MENTAL IDEA
AN ADDICTION CAME ON TO ME
I DID IT
I ADMIT IT
I AM AN ADDICT TO AN IDEA IN A MIND
TO ATONE TO ONE END ~ TO END AN ADDICTION
I CALMED A MIND
I AM CALM
I DO IT
I AM ME
I AM ONE
I CLAIM I AM NOT AN ADDICT
I CLAIMED NO ADDICTION IN ME
I CITED EDICT
I EDIT DIET
I TAMMED A MIND TO A CALM MIND
AN ADDICTION DECIMATION
I DANCE IT ~ I ENACT IT
ENCOMIA ON ME
I DANCED IN TIME
NO MENTAL ADDICTION CAN CLAIM ME
I AM NOT IN A MIND
I LEAD A MIND
IDEAL IDEA LEAD I
LIE I LIED DIED ~ NOT I
AN OLD MENTAL ADDICTION CLAIMED A MALICE TO ME
IT MADE ME AN ADDICT TO A MENTAL IDEA
AND I CLAIM IT DONE
I AM CLEAN
I EAT A MEAL
I EAT A MELON
I CITE A MENTAL MEDICATION IN AN IDEA
I EDIT DIET

... and a bit more ...
MENTAL ADDICTION

... AN END ...

TO

MENTAL ADDICTION

AN EDICT I CITED

NO ONE NOETIC* IN A MENTAL ADDICTION

I NOTICED AN OMEN

IN A MENTAL ADDICTION

TO OMIT IT

I DO NOT DO IT

I CLAIM IT DONE

I AM NOETIC

IN ONTIC** ~ IT NOT IN I

AN ADDICTION ~ NOT ONTIC IN I

I DID ACT

I EDIT DIET

I TIED DIET TIDE

I DID IT

I DE-ADDICT I

A MENTAL ADDICTION IN I DIED

A DEAD IDEA DIED

NOT

I

I AM ME

I AM AN I AM

I DID AN ACTION

I TAMMED A MENTAL IDEA

I TAMMED A MEAN DIET TIDE

I TOILED ON TO NO ADDICT IN I

I AM ME

I TONE A NOTE

OM

I NOTE A TONE

OM

I AM

AMEN

...

*noetic  (no ET ic) adj. 1. Of, relating to, originating in, or apprehended by the intellect.

[Greek noetikos, from noetos, from noein, meaning, to perceive. Noesis is understanding]

**ontic (OHN tic) adj. Philosophy 1. Relating to or possessing real existence.
WEATHER
... from the letters ...
AEEHRTW
... revealing ...

WE ARE HERE
HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE EARTH
HEAR HER HEART
HEAR HER WEATHER
A WET WEATHER ~ A HEAT WEATHER
HEAR THE HEART HERE
A HE HATE A HER ?
A HER HATE A HE ?
A RAW WAR ?
THE HATE TEAR AT THE HEART
THE HATE TEAR AT THE EARTH
THE HATE TEAR AT THE EARTH HEART
HATE HEAT THE EARTH
HATE HEAT WEATHER
HEAR THE EAR HERE
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE EARTH
HEAR HER HEART
HEAR HER TREE
HEAR HER ART
WE HEAR HER
WE ARE THE EARTH WEATHER
WE ARE THE EARTH WATER
WE ARE THE EARTH HEART
WE ARE THE EARTH
WE ARE HER
WE AWE
HER
WEATHER
WE ATE HER EAT
WE HEAT HER TEA
WE ARE HER HEWER
WE EAT HER WHEAT
WE ARE HER EATER
WE ARE HER
WE AWE
HER
WEATHER
HEAR THE EAR
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE HEART RATE
HEAR THE EARTH HEART
HEAR HER WEATHER
HEAR HER TEAR
HEAR HER TREE
HEAR THEE
THE EARTH HEART
HEAR HER WEATHER
HER WATER HEAR THE TEAR
HEAR THEE ~ THE EARTH WEATHER

... Whatever befalls the earth, befalls the sons of earth ... 
the earth does not belong to man, man belongs to the earth ...
all things are connected ... man did not weave the web of life;
he is merely a strand in it ... whatever he does to the web, he does to himself.
-- Chief Seattle
PEACE ON EARTH

... from the letters ...
ACEEHNOPRT
... revealing ...

HEAR THEE ~ HEAR THEE
ONE NOTE ~ ONE TONE
HEAR THE EAR HERE
AN EAR HEAR A HOPE NEAR TO ONE HEART
HEAR THE HEART
HEAR THE EARTH
HEAR HER HEART
HEAR THE HEART RATE
OPEN THE HEART TO HOPE
HEAR THE EARTH ~ HEAR HER TREE
HEAR THE HOPE OPEN ON THEE
HEAR THE CARE TO THEE
CARE TO THREE OTHER
CARE TO ONE OTHER
CARE TO ANOTHER
CAN THEE CARE ?
HEAR THEE HERE !!!
HEAR THE EAR HERE
HEAR THE HEART HERE
HEAR THE HEART THERE
CAN THEE CREATE HOPE ?
CAN THEE CREATE PEACE ?
CAN THEE HEAR THE POET ?
THE HATE TEAR AT THE HEART
THE HATER TEAR AT THE EARTH
THE HATE TEAR AT THE HEART EAR
THE HATE TEAR AT THE HATER
HE HAE HATE ? ~ THE HEART TEAR I
HER HEART TEAR AT THE HATE
A TEAR NEAR THE HEART EAR
OPEN THE HEART TO HOPE
THEE CAN THEN CARE
NO HATER HERE
NO HATER TEAR
NO HATE THERE
NOR TEAR
HERE ON
ONE
HOPE ON ONE
PEACE ON EARTH
PEACE ON THE EARTH
A COHERENT PEACE
AEON ON EON ON ERA
A POET PEN THE HOPE
NO ONE TO CHEAT THE OTHER
NO ONE A CHEATER ON THE EARTH
NOR ONE CHEAPER THAN THE OTHER
NOR ONE CHEAPEN ONE ANOTHER
NO ONE A HATER ON THE EARTH
NOR ONE TO HATE THE HATER
NO ONE A HATER ON EARTH
NO ONE HATE ON EARTH
NO HATE ON EARTH
PEACE ON EARTH
HEAR THE EARTH HEART
HEAR THE HEART HERE
HEAR THE EAR HERE
HEAR HOPE OPEN ON

PEACE ON EARTH
HEAR, HEAR !! ~ HEAR, HEAR !!
ENCORE !! ~ ENCORE !!

The encores are and will be shared here : http://www.goodworksonearth.org/peace-on-earth.html
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In the beginning is the Word, prior to the word is the Breath and with the breath is the Still Quiet Love, Unformed in Heart and Unnamed in Sound – A Name Amen

: FOUR SACRED KEYS :

Uno : Be as the Gate Keeper at the Lips of Goddess letting nothing pass which does not honor such a one.
Dos : In the beginning is the Word, prior to the word is the Breath and with the breath is the Still Quiet Love, Unformed in Heart and Unnamed in Sound – Amen Name
Tres : Be as the Gate Keeper at the Lips of God letting nothing pass which does not honor such a one.
Quatro : In the beginning is the Words Sword, and with the words sown are their Echoes and with these echoes is the Still Quiet Love ... Formed in Sound and Made Named Amen

I offer you another very short list that heals instantly, if you work it.

: FIVE KEYS TO HEALINGS :

1. Inhale with awareness of Love's gentleness.
2. Shine the heart light of Love's brightnesses.
3. Forgive all, including self, completely letting go.
4. Talk and walk with Divine gratefulness in your heart and thought, for all that you see and hear.
5. Be, and do all things graciously as you can know to do.

If #2, 3 or 4 are in any way difficult for you in the beginning ...

Please see these Star Arts
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/awareness.html
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/breathes.html
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/earthlings.html
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/forgiveness.html
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/gratefulness.html

inhale, heart light shine, give forgiveness, go in gratefulness, go always gracious as can be.

Now, treat yoursElf ... go sit in a sacred hot springs and breathe.
No hot springs nearby?
Sit in the center of the sun with your inner eye.
Anywhere you are, these four steps above are Divine Healings.
Easy as an inhale with awareness, and a shining of the heart light.

If you like this healing ... and you wish to have a few more that work stellar wonders we invite you to visit our Retreats Page and be creative in creating a retreat of your dreams.
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/retreat.html

DANCE A DANCE
AS DANCERS ASCEND
from
The Star Art of DANCERS

So much to do ...

Thank Goddess there is so much time to do it in.
Thank Goodness there is so much time to do it in.
AWARENESS

AS WE SEE WE ARE
WE SEE WE ARE SEEER
AS WE SEE WE ARE AWARE
WE SEE WE ARE AWARE WE ARE AWARE
AS WE SEE WE ARE AS WE SEE WE ARE
AS WE SEE WE ARE AN EAR NEAR RA
WE EARN A NEW ANSWER ANEW
WE EARN SANER ANSWER
WE SEE SANER ANSWERS
AS WE SEE RAW WARS
WE SEE WAR WANES
WE SEE WEAN WAR
WE SEE WE ERASE WARS
AS WE SEE SANER ANSWERS
WE SEE WE EARN NEWER ANSWERS
WE SEE WE SAW NEW NEWS
AS WE SAW NEW AWES
WE SEE NEW ERAS
NEW SENSE SEEN
A NEW EASE WE SEE
AS WE SEE
WE ARE WE - WE AWE WE
AS WE ARE AWARENESS
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COMPASSION

A COMPASS IN A COSMOS
AS COMPASSION IS AN OASIS IN I
AS AN OASIS IS IN PASSION
SO IS AN OASIS IN COMPASSION
AS NO SINS IN A PASSION ON IN I
SO IS NO SINS IN I SO IS NO PAINS IN I
SO IS
NO SINS
NO PAIN
NO PAINS
NO SCAMS
NO SIN
NO PANICS
IS IN I
IN
A PASSION IS ON IN I
SO IS A COMPASSION ON IN I
AS A MAN MOANS IN A PASSION
AS A MAN MOANS IN COMPASSION
I PASS ON SIN SO NO SIN IS IN I
A COMPASSION IS ON IN I
A PASSION IS ON IN I
AN OASIS IS IN I
PASSION IS IN I
A COMPASS
IS IN I
IN
COMPASSION
OM
PEACE ON EARTH

HEAR !!! ~ HEAR !!!
HEAR THE POET TONE TO ONE AEON
HEAR THE EAR NEAR THE HEART HERE
HEAR THE HEART NEAR THE EARTH
HEAR THE HEART RARE
HEAR HER HEART
THE HATE TEAR AT THE HEART
THE HATE TEAR AT THE EARTH
HEAR THE POET PEN THE TONE
HE HEAR THE HOPE
HER HEART HEAR THE TONE
OPEN THE HEART TO HOPE
HEAR THE EARTH ~ HEAR HER TREE
HEAR THE HOPE OPEN ON THEE
HEAR THE CARE TO THEE
CARE TO THREE OTHER
CARE TO ONE OTHER
CARE TO ANOTHER
CARE TO ANOTHER
CAN THEE CARE ?
HEAR THEE HERE !!!
HEAR THE HEART HERE
HEAR THE HEART THERE
CAN THEE CREATE HOPE ?
CAN THEE CREATE PEACE ?
THEE CAN THEN CARE
NO HATER HERE ~ NO HATE THERE
NO HATER HATE EAT AT THEE
NO A HATER TEAR ON THEE
HERE ON ONE HOPE ON ONE
NO ONE TO CHEAT THE OTHER
NO ONE CHEAPER THAN THE OTHER
NO ONE TO CHEAPEN THE OTHER
PEACE ON THE EARTH
A COHERENT PEACE
PEACE ON EARTH

ENCORE !!! ENCORE !!!
TOLERANCE

ONE NOTE ~ ONE TONE
A CLEAR EAR ON ONE
A CLEAN TONE ON ONE
A CLEAN AEON ON ONE
A CLEAR ERA NEAR ONE
ONE CAN LEARN TO CARE
AN ETERNAL EAR ON ONE
NO TEAR ON ~ ONE CAN CARE
AN AEON ~ AN EON ~ AN ERA
TO LEARN TOLERANCE
LEARN TO CARE
LEAN ON A TREE
CARE ON ONE
A CLEAR EAR
A CLEAR ERA
A CLEAR LORE
A CLEAR ROLE
A CLEAR ORACLE
ONE CAN LEARN
TOLERANCE

COEternal
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This is a test image, this is not the final image:
This is a test image and the print is far from final, still, for there is still much to be added to the lower floors.
I now share with you a quote from the book entitled, The Mother Tongue, by Bill Bryson - Page 75

“#3 Words Are Created : Often they spring seemingly from nowhere. Take dog. For centuries the word in English was hound (or hund). Then suddenly in the late Middle Ages, dog - a word etymologically unrelated to any other known word - displaced it. No one has any idea why.”
Greetings Dear Reader and Listeners too ... as you experience seeing these letters settle in ... relax in peace with me while I share the story of the creation of the dog and how she came to be and how she came to be named, out of the blue, as it were. There are similarities to this tale and others that folks will wag in front of your nose, demanding you believe their truth of how the dog came to be. Note well how much this dog story resembles other creation stories in this wonderful game we call Mother Earth Ascending, and yes, please note the differences.

The tale begins with an email I sent to our mailing list on Christmas Day of the year, Two Thousand One. Someone had sent me a story, and it was poorly written with no author’s name. No one knew who had written it. I asked for permissions of all those who were on the chain of sending that caused the story to arrive in my sight, and all said, we won’t mind if you change the gender, and we won’t mind if you make the story more true to the reality of creation evolving and how and why.

Subject: The Best God Named Dog Story Ever Edited. Date: October 2005
From: Will I Am : goodworksonearth.org

On the first day of creation, God created a small animal with a cold nose, a long tail and wet tongue. The tail and the tongue tickled Her to no ends. She sat pleased upon Her waters with this, among Her first creations. From this, all else followed.

On the second day of creation, God and her mirrored images and she all created man to play with the animal She adored so much, her first creation upon her waters. On the third day of her evolving and Loving creations, God created the animals of the earth to romp with the man and Her first creation. Late in the day, She created the horse, the elephants, the elephant whales, and the lynx to round out the mix, all the while the dolphins swam in the night's skies, and with the solar rays, dreaming animals. Birds flew. Fish swam. The turtles were now home on their island called Mother Earth.

On the fourth day, God and her co-creators in the images had by then created more stars than any one man or woman could count or see and so She and her each, all rested, silent with her breath exhaling her expansions. The man dreamed; the animal chased the dreams. All is well in all the universes. She inhales.

God yawned on the fifth day and She created the tennis ball so that the animal might or might not retrieve it.

On the sixth day, God and her co-creators and co-creatresses, along with the dog all romp and play and cocreate with her with their imaging awarenesses with Love's energies. With Her mind stuff, each and all cocreated eternity in infinite design. Goddess breathed with happiness always, for each co-creator and co-creatress created with Love, as designed. Their days of creation are eternal with Her Love, for Her Love is the source of the breathings of all about.

On the seventh day, Man tried to rest, but the animal with the cold nose wanted to go for a walk. Goddess Love had already made the earth and sky, the flowers and the trees, the animals, the fish, the birds, and bees, and when She was finished, not one image was quite the same. She felt it was all very good, so She created the hot bath, some candles and the fine wines as she relaxes. Goddess/God/Love, aka Creator/Creatress, aummed Her Oms and she felt it was nice. The next day Goddess spoke anew, "I'll walk this world of mine with man and give to man, of each creation dreamed, a name to speak so he can know the animals, arts, trees and stars within."

And so She traveled far and wide, and everywhere She went, Her first animal created followed her in Her everywherE, hearing the names She thought, and man spoke. Her words, her letters, were of her own design.

When all were named upon the earth and in the sky and sea, the little creature said, after hearing all of Goddess’ sounds, "Dear Master, there's no name left for me.” Kindly She leaned over and touched the animal's nose, saying; "As man was among the first to be named, though not the first creation, I've left your name to be sounded by my breath to the end, my friend. I have held this name in my dreamings ever since I created you in first images with my other sElfs as women. I honor you my faithful creation, with my name. I have turned My Own Name back to front, calling you, DOG, my friend.” And in the distance She and her hound heard a sound ... a woman on earth calling out her hound's name; "Come here God Dog, come here girl, I've got a tennis ball!"
The corporate greeds and uncarings in Americans are killing Mother Earth’s very breath. Who taught them this competitive killing way with weapons so dear to the false prophet’s hunters’ hearts to so chase false profits? Willing to kill with chemicals and drugs and false knowledges of man with weapons now being the enforcements upon the lies. The asphalts alone are choking Mother Earth, and then add the concretes and the destroyed forests and you will see Mother Earth can barely breathe in many places. Why have teachers allowed our children to grow to our adults so competitively uncaring as to their children? Costs wise, we can barely rent a home in the town we are prosecuting at this time, and we in America are living the real estate bubble of America’s false profits as provided by Chinese 'savings' still at this time, and it is huge, folks, we are in debt to our kazoos almost all racing to make the buck to keep the 'life of ease' going, damning the airs and waters.

Let me share with you now, a key to the healings of these and many other killing thoughts, words and deeds of destructions upon our living airs, dirts and waters. The answers are revealed from within the TEACHERS themselves.

In the Star Arts The Teachers Share ...
from the letters of TEACHERS, we can spell out the following ..
please flow slow as you go slow so you can know so ..

The Star Arts of the Letters
of
TEACHERS ~ ACEEHRST

THE TEACHERS
AH HA! A SHE
AS SHE HEARS
THE TEACHERS SHARE
AS HE HEARS A TEACHER
SHE HEARS THE TEACHERS
SHE SHARE THE TEACHERS’S ARTS
AS SHE HEARS HER SHARE
AS HE HEARS SHE SHARE
THE TEACHER SHARE
THE TEACHER SAT THERE
THE TEACHER SAT HERE
THE TEACHER SHARE
AS SHE HEARS
THE TEACHER
AS HE HEARS
A TEACHER SHARE THE CARES
SHE SHARE THE ACTS AS HEARTS HEAR
SHE SHARE THE EARTH'S ARTS
HE SHARE THE EARTH ART
AS THE TEACHERS SHARE
THE TEACHERS CARE
... from the letters ... ACEEHRST
... revealing ...

HEAR THEE ! HEAR THEE !
HEAR HEAR ! HEAR HEAR !
HEAR THE TEACHERS SHARE


AS TEACHERS CARE .. EACH SHARE THE TEACHER'S STAR ARTS
THE TEACHERS REST THE STAR ARTS HERE
BUSINESS
... from the letters ...
BEINSSSU
... revealing ...

I SUSS' ISSUES IN BUSINESS
‘SINS’ IN BUSINESS IS
~ NIBS BUSIES US ~
~ NIBS SUES US ~
~ NIBS USES US ~

I~U~US
IS IN BUSINESS
NUB IN BUSINESS IS US
US SUSS BUSINESS ISSUES
US BE IN BUSINESS
US SUSS US
...

nibs noun: Informal 1. A person in authority, especially one who is self-important.

suss: sussed sussing susses Slang 1. To infer or discover; figure out:
   “I think I'm good at sussing out what's going on” Ry Cooder
2. To size up; study: “Suss out the designers in whom you are interested” Lucia van der Post

Man must go back to nature for information.
- Thomas Paine

LETTERS LET SEER SEE

Will I Am is the Executive Director of Good Works On Earth,
A non-profit organization performing its namesake.
Web site: http://www.goodworksonearth.org/
Email: lexigram@goodworksonearth.org
The Star Arts of the Letters of EELRSTT
http://www.goodworksonearth.org/axiomsom.html
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Historical Sharings:

Beginning of a project: Assemble all the dna/gene names, phrases and wording that are similar to our letters researches and how we have named what we have found to be of use in research:

**genetic sentences**: larger chemical structures made from genetic alphabets, also called words

**book**: in this example of genomics, the book is the human genome

**letters**: in the example of genomics, the letters are nucleotides, four different chemical units arranged in pairs - called base pairs - and linked in chains. Specific sequences of base pairs are called genes, the words in the analogy. See: words

**words**: in genomics, specific sequences of base pairs are called genes, the letters in the analogy. See: letters

**genes**: if genes are software, then proteins are hardware - the meat in the machine. . : 20060628 Wired Apr05pg30

**book of life**: name of the dna draft showing all 3.1 billion base pairs: actual name is: Book of Life

**book of life**: dna draft showing all 3.1 billion base pairs: actual name used: verified

**proofreader**: the person who is a final keeper of precision in finding errors in written work, and in DNA replication

**proofreaders**: used as a term describing the finders of errors in written work and in DNA replication

In June 2006, someone found Good Works On Earth on the net while searching for, **educational ability test**. We have no answer for this query at Good Works On Earth beyond this: [http://www.goodworksonearth.org/axiomsom.html](http://www.goodworksonearth.org/axiomsom.html) These would be the first testings for those testing others. On that web page we have freely shared the following:

The Star Arts of LETTERS, WORDS, SENTENCES, VOWELS, and NAMES.

From the book of names, showing the Lexigram sequence:

| aaeag | Gaea, Lady Gaea, Mother Earth, Mother Erth, Mother Urth, Our Heart Mother |
| abcefiknoort | Book of Creation : oldest book in the Hebrew occult tradition, aka Sefer Yetzirah |
| aefkmnoos | Book of Names : new way of seeing the creations sequencings of names and words in letters |
| aeflmnooos | Seal of Solomon : grand trine in astrology |
| aefloprt | teraflop : One teraflop or 1000 Gigaflops is a trillion floating point operations per second |
| aefloppt | teraflop : one thousandth of a petabyte which is 1,000,000,000,000,000 bits of data |
| aeflst | festal : of, relating to, or in the nature of a festival or feast, festive |
| aefry | Freya : also Freyja : Mythology 1. The Norse goddess of love and beauty; the sister of Frey |
| aefry | Freya : Viking Goddess of love and fertility; as well as the moon, the sea, the earth |
| aefst | 'you set thy feats, as yee set thy fates.' - Kathy Onu : this bears repeating |
| aefst | 'you set the feats, and this sets the fates.' - Kathy Onu : what worth, these words |
| aefst | 'yee set thy feats, and this sets thy fates.' - Kathy Onu |
| aeg | Gea (Greek), Goddess of Earth : http://www.goddessherself.com/whoyou.htm See: aaeag |
| ceeeginnsst | genetic sentences : larger chemical structures made from genetic alphabets, also called 'words' |
| aagmnrs | anagrams : misspell on web site corrected 20060628 |
| aabeegillmrstx | Lexigram Tablets : name entered 200809202953pst : a great game name |
| aeghilnrst | EARTHLINGS is a stellar STAR ART. |
| aeghilnrst | her healing slate : as we humans kill mother earth more than help her live, we kill mother earth. |
| aghmnoprr | monograph |
| aghmnostuy | Thomas Young : brilliant scientist 100 yrs before Einstein, ‘dared suggest that light consisted of waves, not particles, and that colors of light consist in the different frequencies of vibration.’ |
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WHALE S

... from the letters ...

AEHLSW

... revealing ...

A SEA
WE SAW
WHALES
WE SAW SEAL
WE WHALES
WE SAW A SEA
A WHALE HE SAW
SHE SAW WHALES
SAW A SEAL ~ SAW A SEA
WE SAW HE ~ WE SAW SHE
WE WHALES ~ WE HEAL HE
WE WHALES ~ WE HEAL SHE

WE WHALES
WE HEAL A SEA
A HALE HE
A HALE SHE
A HALE SEA
A HALE SEAL
A WHALE HEALS
WE WHALES HEAL
A WHALE HAS A LAW
WE WHALES ~ WE HEAL


Leviathan ... Upon earth there is not his like, who is made without fear ...
Will he speak soft words unto thee? - Job : 41

There is a story told of the Hopi Prophecies describing how white man would be like locusts and destroy their way of life ... it was said that the Hopi Elders gave prophecy of how those who were losing their lives in all the tribes across the lands would return as children of the white man and awaken him to his grievous ways and that those children would carry the energetic vibrations of the sacred names of the Hopi's and would be known as Hippies.
WHALES

... from the letters ...
AEHLSW
... revealing ...

HE SAW A SEA
A WHALE HE SAW
SHE SAW WHALES
SAW A SEAL
SAW A SEA
A SEA
WE WHALES
WE SAW HE
WE SAW SHE
WE SAW SEAL
WE WHALES
WE HEAL HE
WE WHALES
WE HEAL SHE
WE HEAL A SEA
A HALE HE
A HALE SHE
A HALE SEA
A HALE SEAL
WE WHALES
WE HEAL
.....

A WHALE HAS A LAW
A WHALE HEALS
WE WHALES
WE HEAL

You can hear the Voicings of the Star Arts of WHALES and DOLPHINS at this page on our website: goodworksonearth.org/dolphins.html Look for their two mp3 links for the studio recordings.
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WHALES

... from the letters ...
AEHLSW
... revealing ..... 

HE SAW A SEA
A WHALE HE SAW
SHE SAW WHALES
SAW A SEAL
SAW A SEA

A SEA
WE WHALES
WE SAW HE
WE SAW SHE
WE SAW SEAL
WE WHALES
WE HEAL HE
WE WHALES
WE HEAL SHE
WE HEAL A SEA
A HALE HE
A HALE SHE
A HALE SEA
A HALE SEAL
WE WHALES
WE HEAL

......

A WHALE HAS A LAW
A WHALE HEALS
WE WHALES
WE HEAL
DOLPHINS

... from the letters ...

DHILNOPS

... revealing ...

HI
DOLPHINS HOLD HOPI
HOPI’S HOLD DOLPHINS
DOLPHINS DO HIP HOPS
ON DOLPHIN HINDS
DOLPHIN DO DIPS
DOLPHINS DIP
DOLPHINS HID
DOLPHIN NIPS
DOLPHIN LIPS LISP
NO IDOLS IN DOLPHINS
IDOLS HOLD NO HOLDS
NO IDOL IN DOLPHIN
NO SIN IN LOINS
LION IN LOINS
LIONS ?
~ OH ~
ODINS IN DOLPHINS
OLD ODIN IN DOLPHIN
DOLPHINS IS OLD ODINS IN PODS
ODINS IN DOLPHINS IS SOL
SO ~ NO DOLPHIN OIL IN SHOP
NO DOLPHIN ON POI, SO
DOLPHIN PODS FLOD ON
DOLPHIN’S POD FLODS ON
PODS ~ PODS ~ PODS
DOPLHINS IN PODS
DOLPHINS HOLD ON
NO PODS? NO DOLPHINS.
SO NO SHIP HOLDS DOLPHINS
SO NO SHIP SHOP DOPLPHINS
SO DO NO SIN ON DOPHINS

~ SH ~
SOL IS IN DOLPHINS
SO IS I SPIN
SO I SPIN
SO IS SOL IN SOIL
DOLPHINS HOLD ON
HOPI HOLDS DOLPHINS
DOLPHIN HOLDS OLD SOL
DOLPHINS HOLD ON IN NO SIN
ODINS IN DOLPHINS IN PODS IS OLD SOL
SHIP SHOP NO DOLPHINS ~ SOLD NO DOLPHIN OILS

Os 1. A mouth or an opening.
DOLPHINs
...from the letters...
DHILNOPS
.....revealing.....
HI
DOLPHINS HOLD HOPH
HOPH'S HOLD DOLPHINS
DOLPHINS DO HIP HOPS
ON DOLPHIN HINDS
DOLPHIN DO DIPS
DOLPHINS DIF
DOLPHINS HID
DOLPHIN NIPS
DOLPHIN LIPS LISP
NO IDOLS IN DOLPHINS
IDOLS HOLD NO HOLDS
NO IDOL IN DOLPHIN
NO SIN IN LOINS
LION IN LOINS
LIONS?
OH,
ODINS IN DOLPHINS
OLD ODIN IN DOLPHIN
DOLPHINS IS OLD ODINS IN PODS
ODINS IN DOLPHINS IS SOL
SO, NO DOLPHIN OIL IN SHOP
NO DOLPHIN ON POI, SO
DOLPHIN PODS FLOD ON
DOLPHINS POD PLODS ON
PODS, PODS, PODS
DOLPHINS IN PODS
DOLPHINS HOLD ON
NO PODS? NO DOLPHINS.
SO, NO SHIP HOLDS DOLPHINS
NO SHIP SHOP DOLPHINS
SO DO NO SIN ON DOLPHINS
SH,
SOL IS IN DOLPHINS
SO IS I SPIN
SO I SPIN
SO IS SOL, IN SOIL
DOLPHINS HOLD ON
HOPH HOLDS DOLPHINS
DOLPHIN HOLDS OLD SOL
DOLPHINS HOLD ON IN NO SIN
ODINS IN DOLPHINS IN PODS IS OLD SOL
SHIP SHOP NO DOLPHINS -- SOLD NO DOLPHIN'S OIL

Os 1. A mouth or an opening.
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